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The Discreet Charme Of Elektra
Donata Marletta

Art), will take place for the third year
running, a meeting between
professionals who work in the field of
digital art, that wants to install a
dialogue between producers,
journalists, artists and event
organisers, to be able to share
experiences and create new
collaborations.
The Marché is held at the
Cinémathèque Québecoise that,
together with the Usine C, is one of
the historical venues of the festival.
This year I decided to visit Elektra in
person for the second consecutive
edition and digicult will be present at
the festival to follow the event
officially, interview its protagonists,
report and critique the sensations and
emotions of the proposed artists’
projects. Personally I am very fond of
this festival for its high standard of
quality, but also because, as opposed
to other festivals dedicated to themes
that deal with the intersection of art
and new technologies, here I found an
open, friendly atmosphere, projected
toward the outside, confirming the
fact that for a successful event like
this the program, even if of high
quality, is not enough.

Elektra Festival is one of the most
interesting festivals on the
international scene dedicated to the
avant-garde of experimental art and
new media, that has taken place every
year since 1999 in Montreal, a
Northern American city with a
European flavour, creative and lively,
most of all when it comes to artistic
production and promotion and
distribution of art in general.
This year Elektra celebrates its tenth
anniversary with a 10-day program,
where there will be a wide variety of
audio-visual performances, and
numerous exhibitions seeded in
various art galleries in the city,
creating a kind of artistic tour. On the
7th and 8th of May, the Marché
International de L’Art Numérique
(International Marketplace for Digital
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which is mirrored principally in the
choice of artists and projects, but also
in the selection of venues, the layout
of graphics of the catalogue and the
website. For those who were present
at Elektra last year, you will surely
remember the Optophonica evening
cured by the multimedia artist and
producer Maurizio Martinucci (aka
TeZ), the unforgettable opening night
with the performance of “Mortals
Electrics” by Telcosystems, “Unlimited
Sound Objects” by Pe Lang and
Zimoun and “PV 868″ by TeZ. Even
during the second evening, always at
the Usine C, there was no room for
disappointment with the audiovisual
performance “Ten Thousand Peacock
Feathers” in Foaming Acid by Evelina
Domnitch and Dmitry Gelfand.

.

Whoever has not yet had the chance
to experience Feed, this year Elektra
presents, for the last time in Montreal,
the immersive exhibition by the
Austrian artist Kurt Hentschläger (read
the article and interview on
Digimag26 July/August 07 by Marco
Mancuso –
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=927). Feed is a sensorial
experience, and through the use of
sound modulation on low frequencies,
3D video, dense smoke and the use of
strobe lighting, it takes the spectator
to the centre of artistic creation,
involving the audience in an overload
of sensorial stimuli. Feed puts the
limits of the human body to test in an
extreme experience, so much so that
the organisers make the audience sign
a release form, in the case that, as has
unfortunately happened during one
the past editions, someone should
feel ill during a performance.

.

Based on these premises this year’s
edition is prospectively even more
interesting: it begins at the Usine C on
the 7th of May with the Northern
American premiere of “Openland” by
Defasten and “Rheo” by Ryoichi

The characteristic of Elektra is the
intelligent and refined care for detail,
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Kurokawa, Friday the 8th Otolab start
out the evening with “op7″, another
premiere for the new continent
presented by the Digimade Agency by
Digicult, and then “Test Pattern” by
Ryoji Ikeda is to follow. The evening
will end with the local video artist
collective Tind with the performance
“Trame00″.

anniversary of the festival, with the
live premieres of Arnaud Rebotini
Music Components , and Antivj &
Principles of Geometry, then a dance
party and various DJ’s and VJ’s.
Montreal is not just around the corner,
but I believe it’s worth facing an
intercontinental flight, be it for the
opportunity to visit the city and the
region of Quebec, but also to
participate in Elektra 10. Or one of the
future editions to come….

The premise of assisting a memorable
edition of Elektra is in place, as it ends
on the 9th of May with the special
evening to celebrate the 10 th
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Visual Music Marathon
Monica Ponzini

School of Visual Arts di New York .
The history of practices linked to the
synesthesia between music and video,
was explored through seminal works
by Hans Richter, Mary Ellen Bute,
Oskar Fischinger, Norman McLaren,
Hy Hirsh, Robert Breer, John Whitney
e Len Lye. Many of these artists begun
with pictorial experiences (Richter e
Fischinger, in the first decades of
1900, but also Robert Breer in the
1950s), incorporated new media (Mary
Ellen Bute with photography and
mixed media, or Norman McLaren
with drawings on film), or
experimented with new technologies
(John Whitney, considered the father
of computer graphics), in order to
create video products whose main
point was symbiosis with music.

The idea that music and moving images were
somehow connected dates back to Newton .
But it is especially starting from the 1900s, and
with experimental cinema, video and digital
arts in the latest decades, that Visual Music
(that is rendering music through images,
mainly abstract ones), has developed
considerably.

The decidedly temporal dimension of
music and video, seems to naturally
tie these two media, and makes for
endless experiments and
combinations, from pure abstractism
to more figurative patterns. The 2009
Visual Music Marathon, which took
place in the Visual Arts Theatre in New
York , presented a panorama of 64
videos selected among more than 300
works from 33 countries, together
with historical videos, and two groups
managed by Larry Cuba of the Iota
Center and Bruce Wands of the

.
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Visual Music, a Gesamtkunstwerk (a
total work of art, as offered to the
world by Richard Wagner almost 3
centuries ago) that unites visual arts
and music, had existed for 3 centuries
in many different forms. Isaac
Newton, in his book Opticks from
1704, observed that the proportions
between the light waves of the
spectrum and the different lengths of
strings necessary to produce specific
notes, were similar. This created an
interest in a new technique called
music of colors, and later Bainbridge
Bishop e Alexander Wallace
Rimington, 2 inventors from the
1800s, created the organ in color.

increase of communication means on
the Net, are rapidly expanding this
domain, leaving lots of freedom to the
creative organization of a
contemporary exposition like Visual
Music Marathon.

.

In the 20th century, Thomas Wildred
conducted a research on light as a
form of art through the “Lumia”,
compositions of light and color, made
of lenses, prisms and gel changing
slowly through time, also taking them
to the scene in concerts in 1924/25.
Among the pioneers, we cannot
forget Oskar Fischinger, who included
the physical act of painting, and John
e James Whitney, who brought visual
music in the computer age.

The visual music field also comprises
of movies, dance, traditional arts and
animation. Many established artists of
this sector, expose their works not
only in museums, but also in dance
clubs, and their works are also used in
pop music videos and videogames. To
better understand, experiment and
evaluate this quickly rising technique,
we have to look ant visual music
through the magnifying glass of
theory, history and terminology of
already established subjects like
music (of all genres), traditional arts,
dance and movies.

Since quality software is becoming as
accessible as brushes and colors,
bohemians and more expert artists
are considered in the same way as
professional animators, entering this
way the arena of visual music.
Progresses and accessibility of
audiovisual technology, and the

The festival of contemporary videos
particularly focused on the most
recent, experimental, non-narrative
and abstract works, where one of the
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fundamental elements is surely the
digital factor, the use of software to
“tie in” visual experiences to music.
But it is not the only one: visual music,
like video-arts in general, merges
expressive modes of the other media,
like the already mentioned painting,
but also dance, animation, and of
course film.

.

Simon Gulet with his delicate
synthetic flourishes, Scott Pagano
with his mathematical abstractisms,
Dennis Miller and his vibrant
membranes of colors, Robert Seidel
with his expressionist naturalism, are
only some of the artists who explored
Visual Music in a personal way during
this festival, who traced an
experimental path, blending natural
shapes and algorithms, tradition of
the past and tension for what has not
yet been expressed.

So, in a full immersion which lasted a
day, the huge and overwhelming
variety of visual music was analyzed
through the most varied works, where
especially computer graphics renders
with images, colors and shapes the
rhythms, melodies, harmonies,
movements and improvisation of
music

http://www.2009vmm.neu.edu/
www.iotacenter.org
www.brucewands.com
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Quantum Systems And Interactive Media Art
Jeremy Levine

This binary split between the world
.out there’ and the world in our heads
is the foundation of classical logic. The
very notion of objectivity is predicated
on the idea that the universeis
composed of subjects who are
capable of remaining aloof from their
objects. This is not the case when we
confront interactive media art or
quantum particles, neither ofwhich
can be considered .objects’ in any
normal sense of the word. Instead we
have systems—open, complex
systems, in which we play a starring
role. “In the drama of existence we
ourselves are both actors and
spectators”.

This text is the first of a 5 essay series,
written by Amercian interaction
designer and theorician Jeremy
Levine entitled “Products of
Negotiation & Spaces of Possibility:
Quantum Systems and Interactive
Media Art”. The text (whose original
title is “The Human Subject and the
Production of Reality in Quantum
Systems and Interactive Media Art)
was translated in Italian for Digimag,
according to the author, and first
pubblished for an art-critic magazine.

A work of interactive art, like a
quantum system, injects the choices
made by human beings “directly into
the causal structure. It specifies the
effects of these probing actions upon
the systems being probed”. Together,
subject and object are unified into an
ontological whole. In both cases, the
observer’s actions are considered part
of thesystem under observation. In
both cases, the system is composed
of an invisiblecomponent, digital or
quantum, and a human component. In
both cases, we areconfronted with a
variable phenomena or display that

The division between subject and
object is a natural result of our
sensory impressions ofthe external
world, which seem separate from the
thoughts in our heads. When we stare
at a painting we apprehend it as an
object distinct from our conscious
self.
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requires our intuitiveunderstanding of
.things’, be supplemented with a
model based on .systems’. This
requires the logic of synthesis and
complexity, rather than reduction and
analysis.

each other, defying our classical
understanding of space and distance.
The same experience is captured by
the .sense’ of non-locality fostered by
the World Wide Web, which seems to
collapses space into mouse clicks and
links. Though the speed of lightlimit is
not broken during our web-mediated
interactions, we often experience
animmediacy that erases distance,
creating a “confounded sense of place
and proximity” (Vince Dzekian,
“Distributed Spatial Practice, as
Applied to the Art of the Exhibition” –
Invisible Culture, Vol. 11, Dec. 2007,
http://
www.rochester.edu/in_visible_cultur
e/Issue_11/dziekan/Dziekan_print.pd
f , 11).

.

“We may state as characteristic of
modern science that this scheme of
isolable unit acting in one way
causality has proved to be insufficient.
Hence the appearance in all fields of
science, of notions like wholeness,
holism, gestalt, etc….systems of
elements in mutual interaction” (
Ludwig von Bertalanffy, “General
System Theory”, (George Braziller,
New York, 1969), 44).

.

The web based media art project, “DCell”, by Casey Reas requires that the
visitor to .touch’ the art in order for it
to come to .life’. Try to touch a Rothko
painting and you’ll find yourself in
handcuffs. Quantum particle systems
seem to possess the ability to
communicate instantaneouslywith

“15×15″ by Richard Vickers is a grid of
constantly changing web cam images
uploaded by visitors to the project’s
web site from around the world.
“15×15” exists in the non-physical
realm of cyberspace, just as quantum
wave function exists in the nonvisible
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realm of the sub-atomic world. In
both cases, our classical notions of
objects arechallenged by our
experience.

This notion of reality is, as French
philosopher Nicholas Bourriaud
describes, “a productof negotiation”.
The same negotiation between the
conflicting emotions and
connotations occurs inside our heads
when we encounter any work of art.
But in our encounter with .interactive
art’ this negotiation requires more
than mental effort. Interactive art
demands the engagement of our
bodies. Interactive art demands to be
.touched’ even if -as in the case of
Internet art- that contact is in
cyberspace and mediated by a
keyboard. .Interactive art’ reflects the
idea that our world is composed
ofsystems rather than merely objects.

“It [Net art] often deals with structural
concepts: A group or an individual
designs a system that can be
expanded by other people. Along with
that is the idea that the collaboration
of a number of people will become
thecondition for the development of
an overall system. Net art
projectswithout the participation of
external persons are perhaps
interestingconcepts, but they do not
manifest themselves as a collective
creativityin the net”.
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for grasping the elusive quality of
quasi-mythological quantum ‘wave
function’. The .wave function’ of
quantum mechanics, is a model of the
uncertain andcomplex behavior of
sub-atomic particles in response to
our interactions. When a
quantum particle is probed its .wave
function’ collapses in response,
offering a new field of
possibilities’—which in turn is
represented by a new wave function.
Adopting thismetaphor, we can say
that object-based art is akin to
classical particles, while interactive
media art is more like the quantum
wave function that produces an
evolving space of possibilities’.

.

For art theorist, Jack Burnham, this
leads to a “refocusing of aesthetic
awareness-basedon future scientific
technological evolution—on matterenergy-information exchangesand
away from the invention of solid
artifacts”. Burnham’s prediction, made
in the1960′s, of the .death of the
object’ hasn’t panned out, but the rise
of a dialecticalpractice, such as
interactive media, which has both
object like characteristics
(thehardware) and a non-object
characteristics (the software) was
acutely prescient. It is not just a
coincidence that Burnham’s “matterenergy-information exchanges” find
theircorollary in the informationtheoretic metaphors used by
quantum theory.

.

The connections between interactive
new media art and the invisible
quantum world do not require a
.metaphoric stretch’. The similarities
are too uncanny to ignore.

The variable aesthetic output of
interactive media art in response to
human interactionis useful metaphor

12
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Carlo Bernardini: Balance Of Light
Silvia Scaravaggi

2000 and 2005) the “Overseas
Grantee” of Pollock KRASNER
Foundation in New York, and in 2002
the prize Targetti Light Art Collection
“White Sculpture“. He is currently
teaching Multimedia Installations at
the Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera in
Milan.
In 1997 he published a theoretical
essay On the Division of Visual Unity
published by Stampa Alternativa,
where he explains the concept of
operational reasons in his creativeness
and how he focused his research on
the transformation of visual
perception. Light, the line, the shade,
the subtle difference between what is
visible and what is invisible or illusory,
are the substructures of his research.

Light is the key to the source of life and in its
most immediate and vital nature it is in the sun
and in electricity. Light is an extremely
malleable medium: it is the key component of
any work that can be ascribed in the category
of new media, from video to net art, from
generative art to multimedia installations.

I was pleased to interview Carlo
Bernardini, an Italian artist who uses
light as a primary element in his
works, that are now on show at the
Grossetti Arte Contemporanea Private
Gallery in Milan, until 29 th May 2009.
In Bernardini’s work light is mediated
by the use of optical fibre, which he
uses since 1996, and through which he
creates stunning effects of geometry
and spaces that multiply vision and
perception perspectives. Carlo
Bernardini was born in Viterbo in 1966.
He graduated at the Rome Accademia
di Belle Arti in 1987. He won twice (in

.

Carlo Bernardini produces sculptures
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and big environmental installations
that create an architectural-minded
section of light, incorporeal but
visible, which is completely changing
the function and structure of reality.
The light creates a drawing in space, a
design that will change according to
the points of view and according to
the movements of the viewer, who is
to live inside the work

because I use optical fibre only in
visual art. I use it on an intuitive level, I
draw a mental space as if it were a
drawing done with a white pastel on a
dark sheet. I reduce the visual
conditions of real space and the result
is a mental space for plastic-visual
intuition. The optical fibre is the line of
a pencil that is drawing in space, and I
use this material because it is
functional to the visual language.

Silvia Scaravaggi: How did your
research around light generate and
why did you chose to use optical
fibre?

In my opinion, we should work with
technology supporting discoveries. It
is not as in painting or in sculpture
where the artist’s talent is evident by
his technical skills. Technology is seen
as an idea, so if you use the same idea
as that of another artist you run the
risk of being recognized as an
imitator. But if you use a different
medium, which is not clichéd by the
art languages, then you are acclaimed.
Or at least, they will know you for your
own style, that nobody can infringe.
You don’t descend from another artist
before you.

Carlo Bernardini: Many people
contacting me are drifted by the
research on light. A scientist who lives
in Los Angeles even wrote to me that
when he was young, now he’s about
eighty years old, he took part into the
experiments on the ruby for the
invention of the laser, together with
the scientist Maiman. He was among
the four young men who assisted
Maiman in Hughes Research
Laboratories room in Malibu,
California, when he invented the laser
with the ruby crystal in 1960. He got

And this area is easy on the one hand
because innovation gets more directly

acquainted with my name from Kepes
Society in Budapest, and he wrote to
me because he was interested in the
process of light release in optical
fibre. Another person, who is working
for led in a company, wrote to me to
know a number of specifications on
the use of optical fibre in technology
and science, which I do not follow

to the audience’s feelings; yet, on the
other hand , it is difficult mainly for
two aspects: first, because you risk
being seen as a follower since you’ve
been using an already exploited
language, and then because a new
medium, that was not encoded by the
art system, arouses the insiders’
suspicion, who wonder if the medium
15

will gain a positive market response,
and if the work will persist over time.

A common characteristic, in the artist
looking for innovation by testing
evolutionary languages (as during the
Twenties Lazlo Moholy Nagy did with
his light modulators, or as Olafur
Eliasson does nowadays), is the purity
of extreme synthesis of the language
used as a transformation of space, as
a perceptual processing, regardless of
the work being static or kinetic.
Indeed, the static creates a sort of
perceptual intrinsic mobility in the
work, that it has never the same
aspect form any internal and external
point of view. And there are no
trinkets or things out of place, there
aren’t unusable elements or any thing
producing effects in itself, everything
is part of a very simple and concise
unique project.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: I think that many
artists use advanced technology to
talk about topics such as space and
light, without being able to get to the
point. In your work, however, these
elements emerge as pure concepts,
they get there at once…

This is the difference between light
used as environmental lighting or
design and light used by artists,
whose aim is not at all functional. An
artist does not think about creating
something really functional, and the
language he uses is merely
experimental; his aim is to bring out a
simple visual phenomenon that has
nothing to do with its usefulness. So
being free from functionality, the
artist can create something out of any
logic. This is not possible for those
who use space to reach out some
lighting, some beauty or some effect.
These three things generate fair works
or rhetoric.

Carlo Bernardini: Technology causes
some dangers if it is abused, and so a
work can become rhetorical, be
overloaded, or become baroque.
Technology is a vice you can be
carried away with. This is the problem
with artists who have neither
synthesis nor originality, and copy
their the other artists’ language,
maybe pasting together several
different results. The risk in the use of
technology is that who
misappropriates such rituals or such
media, abuses them by assembling
them together, and creates poor
things.
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fibre itself lightens a little. So you can
see the surrounding environment, but
visibility and the physical reality of a
normal environment are literally
absent. Space is permeable, in fact
the installation goes through it
creating a new and personal visual
permeability. I am working on other
installations, in which space is made
very permeable and physicality is
cancelled: lines cross the
environments, and follow the concept
of optical fibre that can extend light
to several metres. A single installation
can be structured in an environment
with an unknown number of rooms
and corridors combining, and cover
them all remaining visible only in
small portions or in small blocks that
visitors can rebuild in their memory,
because the installation hasn’t got an
overall point of view. Then, everyone
will see a different image of the
installation.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Now let’s talk about
your series of “Permeable Space”,
designed to be in fact permeable, so
that people cross them physically. Can
you explain that?
Carlo Bernardini: The idea of
permeable space is the idea of
navigable space, in which the
installation can cancel the visual state,
then it cancels the space physicality
and then allows a person to cross a
mental space. So you can permeate
this space in a totally different manner
from the standard one. The
perceptual processing means that a
person can live that space, even
through darkness, in a different way.
This is an area permeated by the
presence of an environment of light.
Silvia Scaravaggi: It means that a
person does not realize what’s
around? Is the darkness total?

.

Carlo Bernardini: The darkness is
never total and then the viewer is
aware of what’s around: the optical

Silvia Scaravaggi: Why is the work’s
permeability so important? Why is it
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important that visitors are able to
interact with the work and maybe not
see it if they are far from it?

innovators I think Olafur Eliasson in
the use of light and Michal Rovner for
the video element are the best.

Carlo Bernardini: It is interesting to
view the work at 360 degrees, from
the inside and from the outside . The
greatest transformation in
contemporary art was not the use of
new materials, of new languages, or
of expressive concepts, but it was the
loss of the perimeter in a painting or
of the volume in a sculpture. The
works are boundless in space,
whatever their material. And light is
the main element because it is
immaterial, because you can also
work with sunlight. Light is in fact the
most suitable to remove physical
boundaries and go beyond
perimeters. It has in itself an
innovative communicative power,
that other materials haven’t got: that
is something that allows you to go
beyond the fixed boundaries.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Let’s talk about
video. In 2008 you created a work
that considers the use of audio and
video, developed by filmaker Manu
Sobral, which I think can represent an
evolution in your artistic production.
Carlo Bernardini: In this work called
“The Fourth Direction of Space”, I used
two video projections, created for a
space of fourteen metres by two. The
movement of visitors in space is to
enable a first video, where they can
linger on; when they start moving
again, as they are attracted by the
light beams, the second video
opposite the first one in the
installation space will start. Two
different videos suddenly activate
while people get into in the space of
the installation. Sounds, as well as
images, are pure abstractions, they
are noises from the underwater world,

Silvia Scaravaggi: How is your work
related to multimedia installations in
the current scenario, since the use of
light is a key element in every
multimedia reality?
Carlo Bernardini: Obviously art
compares with its topicality. It is also
clearly related to fashion, and this
often proves to be a limit. History is
full of innovators and artists who
follow fashion, and of others who mix
the results. Among all the current
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percussions, materials that are not
stacked in a collision even if they are
piled up.

Silvia Scaravaggi: How important is
the reaction of the viewer in the
development of your work? And how
important is the audience’s awareness
when you use a medium that can
create illusory settings?

This is a different experience
compared to the other installations I
created and to light sculptures as well,
but there is always a general theme
that is the breaking of space and the
division of visual units. This
environment is enriched by video, and
the audio gives a further sense of
plenitude. There is a sensory
superimposition of two elements: the
static perception and the dynamic
one. The static installation becomes
dynamic with the movement caused
by the video, which is generated by
the motion of a body crossing it, the
video instead holds in itself the
movement. In this case the dynamic
visual sensation superimposes to the
static one created by the audio. This
generates a less comfortable situation
for the viewer, or rather
unpredictable.

Carlo Bernardini: As regards the
audience’s reaction, I care about it to
see if some dynamics have been
released or not. I may work on it to
improve some perceptive aspects of
the performance. Very often in the
exhibition visitors don’t know what is
behind a work, they can only catch
the procedures of some structures or
of some situations. They can
understand as they get into the work,
which thus becomes an experience
fact. A person discovers something by
surprise, and performs a minimum
effort or action. Sometimes this
happens, sometimes not. Some
people refuse to approach a too much
pensive work and they search for
something easy or hasty to
understand.
Silvia Scaravaggi: Let’s talk about the
themes and foundations that
comprise the creation of certain
works and installations. In 1997 you
published a theoretical essay on
“Division of the visual Unity” (Rome,
1997, Ed. Stampa Aleternativa)…
Carlo Bernardini: The idea of division
of the visual unity was born in the
early Nineties to create two

.
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independent visual identities within
the same work. At the beginning I
performed it with some paintings that
you could watch in the dark, made of
a phosphorous substrate under thirty
light coatings. White monochromes
were crossed by white lines, lines of
white light on white; in the dark you
could see a kind of photographic
negative, the white colour became a
sparkle unfolded over the coatings.
The part of the surface not covered by
the coating spilled the phosphorous
substrate, creating that sort of
sparkling extended over the entire
surface, while the white painted line
didn’t beam light and became a shade

on the surface. This was an
independent visual reality of modular
panels in succession that you could
watch by natural light, as well as
white and bright in the dark.
The types of works such as
“Permeable Spaces”, however, are an
example of space decomposition
created inside a pentagonal scalene
structured prism. I used this structure
to hide the actual size of the volume,
as if it depends on its refraction over
the transparent surface or on the
optical fibre creating a deconstruction
of its internal space. This work is
exactly based on the concept of visual
permeability even within a solid work.

20

a minimal reality, and a mental one,
that are different and independent
twenty-four hours a day. The division
of the visual unity is exactly a
difference in perception.
There is another aspect in which I
have implemented the division of the
visual, that is the two-dimensional
and three-dimensional visual
condition. For example, in an
exhibition created in 2004 for the
Imperial Museum in Rio de Janeiro
there is an installation of “Permeable
Space” series, twenty-five meters
long, where if you close one eye you
can see from a single point of view a
two-dimensional rhombus and a twodimensional triangle meeting in one
point. Actually, these two geometric
figures are drawn from 4 areas, the
floor and three walls, and behind
these lines there are others that run
directly on the surfaces of the same
space, that is floor and walls. This is an
example of installation I cared for in
every aspect, where from a precise
point of view, you cannot see the lines
splitting: you essentially see only the
lines that cross space, and these latter
perfectly hide those that run on the
walls. At the slightest movement, the
image is split in two, space
completely opens and shapes are
completely transformed as they move
in space. The work opens like the
wings of a butterfly and looks like an
image in a kaleidoscope.

.

In the “Light boxes” instead, a surface
called the OLF is positioned before
the optical fibre; that is a lens, a
diaphragm by which what you’re
watching appears both real and
illusory. What you see is not totally an
optical fibre but a reflection against a
mirror that lies behind and that
contains a film between two Plexiglas
plates; it is used to confuse the
boundary lines and the depth.
Working with these materials is crucial
in small dimension works when you
want to reproduce the same illusory
feeling that optical fibre creates in
larger installations.
The same principle of division of visual
unity applies to sculptures made of
steel and optical fibre, such as in “Line
of Light”, temporarily lodged in Rome
in Piazza del Campidoglio by the
Italian Presidency in the EU in 2003.
During the day steel is more
consistent than light. By night steel
disappears and another form in the
form appears. There are two realities:
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interested in experimenting with
materials, steel and optical fibre, glass
and optical fibre. Electroluminescent
surfaces are especially interesting
because of the light passing through a
wire of one millimetre. Very often the
spectators are unaware of the work’s
material, they get closer to it and
wonder how it works, and how can
light cross one millimetre wire. Then
they look for a headlight that projects
this triangular shaped light but don’t
find it, and then they look behind the
surface to find a lamp but there is
none. So they are stunned. Actually
there is a secret: it’s a microalimentation coming from behind a
hollow, and it is used only in
environments where the source is
outside the visual space.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: We can experience
your installations at the Grossetti Arte
Private Gallery in Milan, where your
solo show is ongoing until 29 th May
2009. What works are on exhibition?
Carlo Bernardini: This exhibition
resumes all the features of my works
as a whole, different works in
connection with different materials
and different ways to explore them.
There is also a site-specific
installation, an environmental
installation that crosses the two
rooms of the gallery, separated by a
wall: this installation includes them in
a single form. In this installation, the
fibres pass inside and outside the two
rooms, piercing the wall and creating
a single form that eludes the
physicality of the place. Three prisms
in Plexiglas and the optical fibre
create a diagonal line of sculptures.
There are also two light boxes. Even in
this exhibition, it is clear that I am very

This is an example of the elements
that must be dosed sparingly, in the
right measure, trying not to get
carried away with it and not to miss
the dryness or expressive synthesis
that is what makes the difference. My
idea is not therefore Minimalism, but
an attempt to create works that are
visual bodies, in which you can see
static and dynamic simultaneous
perceptual superimpositions.

www.carlobernardini.it
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Imaging Sounds Of Natasha Barrett
Matteo Milani

potential of acousmatic sound
features strongly in her work.
Natasha Barrett studied in England
with Jonty Harrison and Denis
Smalley, for masters and doctoral
degrees in composition. Both degrees
were funded by the humanities
section of the British Academy. Since
1999 Norway has been her
compositional and research base for
an international platform. U.S.O.
Project had reached the composer, to
talk about her winning acousmatic
piece ‘Kongsberg Silver Mines’ at the
prestigious ‘Giga-Hertz-Award for
electronic music 2008′ and more (field
recording, processing, composition).

Natasha Barrett (1972) works foremostly with composition and creative
uses of sound. Her output spans
concert composition through to
sound-art, large sound-architectural
installations, collaboration with
experimental designers and scientists,
acousmatic performance
interpretation and more recently live
electroacoustic improvisation.
Natasha Barret ama circondarsi di
collaborazioni tra le più diverse, sia
con musicisti come Tanja Orning
(DR.OX) o Stefan Osterjo, sia con
designer sperimentali e scienziati.
Whether writing for live performers or
electroacoustic forces, the focus of
this work stems from an acousmatic
approach to sound, the aural images it
can evoke and an interest in
techniques that reveal detail the ear
will normally miss. The spatio-musical

.

USO: Can you reveal us the history of
your winning acousmatic piece
‘Kongsberg Silver Mines’ at the Giga-
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Hertz-Award (field recording,
processing and composing)?

organisation working with
contemporary music and art in the
southwest of Norway. Long before
the title and idea were set, the plan
was to explore interesting features of
sound-worlds hidden from everyday
experience. For concerts and other
events Nymusikk Rogaland often use
an old brewery, which was partly
converted into an arts venue. In the
basement of this building you find
enormous storage cellars, and it was
for this space the installations were
initially intended (although in the end
the installations were spread out over
the Norwegian town Stavanger). The
pitch-blackness and crazy acoustics in
the cellars started the ‘underground’
chain of thought and eventually
pointed to the type of field recordings
that I would make.

Natasha Barrett: It was in fact the
work ‘Sub Terra’ that won the prize.
For the award-concert they needed a
sorter composition due to the already
rather lengthy programme.
‘Kongsberg Silver Mines’ was originally
one of three sound-art installations
used as a prelude to ‘Sub Terra’. The
other two installations are ‘Under the
Sea Floor (Coring and Strata)’ and
‘Sand Island’. Each of these three
installations zoom in on sounds
unique to three locations under
Norwegian ground, creating surreal
semi-narrative journeys. In the full
‘Sub Terra’ cycle the installation sites
lead the visitor through underground
or enclosed sound-worlds, gradually
closer to the concert space. The
concert work Sub Terra then
crystallises into a musical form that
which is most abstract from the
installations. The version of
‘Kongsberg Silver Mines’ played at the
award-concert was a special concert
remix of the installation. This version
was designed to play over the ZKM
‘Klangdom’  a dome of 43
loudspeakers. The remix intends to
create as a self-contained work, to be
listened to from beginning to end,
rather than with open-time
characteristic of the installation.

.

The sounds for ‘Kongsberg Silver
Mines’ are recorded during a journey
into ‘Kongsberg Silver Mines’  an
enormous mine complex dating from
the 1700′s, extending over 1km

Sub Terra was commissioned by Ny
Musikk Rogaland, which is an
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downwards and several km into a
mountain. For access to the mines I
tagged onto a group of geologists
who were visiting for a research
conference. I made a recording of the
2 km journey on the original old
miner’s train, which was used to
transport silver ore and miners in and
out of the mines. The deafening
sound and immense vibrations of the
old trucks were amazing. It was
necessary to wear earplugs and so I
had to guess on the recording by
looking at level meters and hedging
my bets on the how the microphones
were responding. Inside the mines we
were met by a Norwegian guide. In
shaky English he explained the local
history and demonstrated some of
original lift machines still in operation.
I recorded almost everything and
soaked-up the complete atmosphere
so that later I could try to re-inject the
total experience into the composed
work.

on a cold, wet drilling vessel,
recording sounds from on deck, below
water and on the sea floor (and luckily
bought hydrophones with 40 meter
long cables!) In ‘ Under the sea floor
(Coring and Strata)’ there are also two
more sets of sounds. The first
originates not from field recordings
but from a seismic shot created by a
large TNT blast recorded by an array
of 2000 geophones spread over tens
of kilometers. The sound on each
geophone is about 15 seconds long
and records the response from the
Earth’s crust and well into the mantle.
The impulse and responses are very
low frequency – well below 50 Hz. I
obtained the geophone recordings as
a seismic data set. After various tests I
found that by using data from every
100th geophone the geological
information was preserved while
reducing the data set into a workable
size. Each of these 20 data streams
was converted into audible sound at
the original sampling frequency of just
125 Hz. After pitch-shifting the sound
was finally in a useful audible range.
Using the seismic data as control data
created the next set of sounds. The
data mainly controlled frequency and
volume modulation of sine tones. By
selecting a suitable time step (speed)
and modulation width (pitch
variation), the simultaneous playback
of the 20 data streams sonifies the
seismic response. Audible
interferences and correlations were

In ‘ Under the sea floor (Coring and
Strata)’ I was looking for sounds
literally under the sea floor. At this
time the University of Oslo was
undertaking a research project where
a 10-meter long core-sample would
be taken from a “pockmark” in the
Oslo Fjord, 32 meters below sea level.
I slipped onto this trip via a friend and
was not completely sure of what to
expect apart from that I had to be
careful not to get in the way! So for
two days I hovered in the background
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also used as points of departure for
compositional development.

hand the way the sound directly and
abstractly connects to our
experiences (the extrinsic content).
Composition then involves making
sense of the discovered information,
further transformations to reinforce
emerging connections, exploring
counterpoints and motions and so
forth. Specifically in the installations it
was important to maintain
compositional narrative journeys and
a tight connection to my own original
experiences during the field
recording.

.

For recordings in the third installation
‘Sand Island’ I simply buried two
hydrophones under the sand in the
tidal zone of a small bay on Søndre
Sandøy in Hvaler, Norway. After 4
hours the tide lifts the hydrophones
out of the sand and carries them into
a floating bed of seaweed.
When it comes to processing it’s
easier to talk about the ‘why’ rather
than the ‘how’ as I use any technique
and software that is appropriate.
Whether it’s techniques originating in
traditional ‘tape methods’ such as
editing, mixing and montage or the
latest spectral manipulation software,
for me the point is to explore that
which I find most interesting and
important to the composition. This
process normally begins by exploring
on the one hand a sound’s spectrum,
temporal and spatial shapes (the
intrinsic content), and on the other

.

USO: How did you decide which
sounds to use for this particular work
called ‘Sub Terra’?
Natasha Barrett: The installations
were not originally intended for
concert performance, even though
now there exist concert remixes. Each
installation is intended to be open for
a listener entering and leaving as they
wish, while the concert work ‘Sub
Terra’ requires the listener to be
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attentive to the complete 16-minute
work  an approach with involved
somewhat different approaches to
sound and structure. I wanted to tie
narrative and recognisable sounds to
the installations while the concert
work would be more abstract and
‘intrinsic’. Here we have a paradox
which I hope creates some degree of
tension in the listening process: the
installations are semi-narrative yet
non-linear enough to allow a listener
stay as long as they wish, while the
concert work is more abstract, yet
contains a level of detail and
structural connections that require a
continuous and concentrated
listening process. For Sub Terra I
created a new network from the more
abstract installation materials. You
may also hear materials clearly
referencing the installations, but their
development is somewhat different.

what I would like to do. Only in few
cases am I strictly controlled. For
example last year I composed some
sound materials for a visual artist
where the requirements were clearly
specified.

.

USO: Which software resources are
you using for composing your pieces?
What make them specials?
Natasha Barrett: Well, as I mentioned
above it’s easier to talk about the
‘why’ rather than the ‘how’ as I use any
software that is appropriate  and
probably the same as everyone else.
It’s all down to how you use the tools!
14 years ago I would maybe have
discussed how I use university
mainframe systems or software that
was non-commercial and custom
made. Now, most non-commercial
sound transformation algorithms we
used in the mid-late 90′s are
embedded in commercial software,
which is accessible to all and
significantly easier to use than the

USO: In the latest years you received a
lot of commissions by many
institutions. Did their request
influence your ideas and work itself?
Natasha Barrett: Normally I am free to
compose what I wish within two types
of guideline. The first is whether the
work is acousmatic or involves live
instrumental performers. The second
is the duration and an agreed degree
of involvement reflected in the time
the work takes to compose. Even for a
commission that is part of a thematic
festival I am normally able to specify
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buggy programmes of the last
decade. Even if we build a custommade MaxMSP patch we are still
working within a defined collection of
MaxMSP objects (which I do quite a
lot). We can of course write our own
programmes and our own objects but
are nevertheless mainly coding
existing algorithms. I can however talk
about one main area that I find
interesting, and that is the difference
between software intended for haptic
‘real-time’ control and software more
suited to scripting and ‘out-of-time’
control. For many reasons ‘real-time’
and ‘out-of-time’ control of the same
algorithm can produce markedly
different results

sound through the spatial continuum,
rather than sound being positioned on
specific loudspeaker points. I do
however regularly perform traditional
sound-diffusion.

.

USO: Can you talk about your
menthors and how they affected your
work?

USO: What’s the importance of
Ambisonics in your works?

Natasha Barrett: Hmm. Well mentors
change, don’t they? Maybe I don’t
really have any mentors, rather people
whom I admire, or works that I admire
or find inspiring  and the list grows all
the time, spanning electronic music,
instrumental music and visual art. To
throw in a few classics: The early
works of Stockhausen. Xenakis. Luc
Ferrari. François Bayle. Brian
Ferneyhough. Early electronic and
tape works from the 50′s to 70′s 
some are inspiring for the
composition, others for the
pioneering spirit and shear
commitment to the immensely timeconsuming process of the time.

Natasha Barrett: I first used
“Ambisonics” in 1999 and discovered
how three-dimensional spatial
structures (rather than stereo
phantom images) may be transmitted
directly to the listener without the
need for headphones. Prior to this
time, for me, three-dimensional
sound lived either metaphorically in
the stereo phantom image or in
concert sound-diffusion performance
over a large loudspeaker orchestra. In
my work since 2000 ambisonics has
opened up a new layer of
compositional potential in terms of
both sound and temporal structure. I
should point that I am referring to 3-D
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USO: What does it mean to be an
electroacoustic music composer in
Norway today?

faithful to your ideas yet to be flexible
enough to imagine how an idea could
function in an alternative setting or
framework.

Natasha Barrett: I guess the same as
anywhere else in Europe  one needs
to be open-minded and active in a
broad definition of electroacoustic
music as composition and as art
involving sound, while staying true to
personal beliefs and knowledge .
USO: How should a composer survive
nowadays in the global community,
where the market and profits
determine the reality that surround
us, acting like a natural selection
process, leaving the outsider thinkers
behind?

.

USO: Is there room for a
contemporary music scene in our
western culture?

Natasha Barrett: If you give in to
market and profits then you may be
able to live through working with
sound, but then you need to ask
yourself if you are surviving in what
you believe in and what you find fun?
The point is that no contemporary
marginal art-forms survive in a free
market economy. But there is rarely a
completely free market. Public funds
and private grants are there for
marginal art-forms. In some counties
they are of course very sparse, tricky
to get and unfortunately sometimes
distributed on a collegial basis.
Collaboration can be both interesting
on creative terms and useful in
opening up new funding
opportunities. I would say to be

Natasha Barrett: Yes. There will
always be people who wish to be
actively stimulated by music or art
rather than simply ‘absorbing’ or using
music as a function for example to
dance or work to. I know I am not
alone in finding intellectual
experience one spice of life and
contemporary music is one area that
offers such an experience
USO: Pier Paolo Pasolini said that
progress without a true cultural
development is irrilevant. What is for
you the actual relationship between
technological progress and the living
electroacoustic music community?
Natasha Barrett: One needs to be
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careful not to confuse cultural
development and technological
progress. They are of course tightly
linked but not exactly the same thing.
Cultural development is more
complex to define than technological
progress (which is also problematic
and it is maybe better to discuss
‘technological change’). During recent
years, technological change, which
has made tools easier to use, has had
a two-fold effect. We see a greater
interest in non-pop electroacoustic
music (everyone is ‘hands on’ for a
small cost) – which we can say is
good, coupled to a wave of similar
sounding works – which we can say is
not necessarily bad because the
people who are active clearly have a
lot of fun! But its difficult sifting out
the really good work – simply the
number of hours of music you need to
listen to before funding a gem.
Another change is in the music
storage and distribution system.
Currently Internet distribution is open
and easy, which we could view as
both a technological and cultural
development. But as new laws and
market forces come into place these
changes may involve a cultural
recession .

improvisation setting demands a
different way of working and thinking
to when sitting alone composing. This
variety I find important. For someone
else to throw in ideas that aren’t your
own always makes collaborations
interesting, but specifically to my live
electronics improvisation it means I
have to think very fast  and that’s fun!
I also have similar project with a
Swedish guitarist Stefan Ostersjo.

.

USO: What is the main difference
between composing for a fixed
medium and for a live performance
involving real players?
Natasha Barrett: There is a lot to say
about this, but here are some points
concerning only acousmatic versus
live electroacoustic music with visual
performers. I leave out lap-top
performance as that opens up a
slightly different discussion: The point
of the acousmatic is that there is
nothing to perceive via our eyes that
will concretise the original sounding

USO: What is it that makes your
collaboration with Tanja Orning
(DR.OX) particularly inspiring?
Natasha Barrett: I find that working
with a real, responsive person in an
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object, nor where the sound came
from, nor the situational context in
which the sound was made. In the
visual context we receive a layer of
visual information that renders the
sound concrete. Acousmatic listening
is part of our everyday. Listening,
understanding and ‘getting into’
acousmatic music is simply to focus
on the acousmatic experience within
a realm where human experiences are
moulded, reconfigured and
reconnected by the composer.
Listening to acousmatic music is
therefore natural. The perception of
complex structures requires no
understanding of Western
instrumental music  no training
beyond life in general. When we
involve an instrumental performer,
even if we avoid connection to history
in our compositional material, the
listener on the other hand identifies
the instrument and enters a listening
mode based on their understanding of
instrumental music  at least to some
extent.

incorporate pre-made sound material
and create ‘live’ electroacoustic
material from sound or data derived
from the live performance act. We
need to consider the many
relationships between these layers
and the live instrument. When a live
performer is introduced the
composition needs to consider this
performer  to understand where
human limits lie, to understand and
take advantage of the live act, to
incorporate the live human element in
the fixed composition.

www.natashabarrett.org
www.giga-hertz.de
www.bvm.museum.no
www.nymusikk.no/index_NY.php?lev
1=121
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambisonics

Visual electroacoustic music may

zkm.de/zirkonium
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The Sonic Orgasm Of Claudio Rocchetti
Marco Mancuso

Eliminated in collaboration with
Stefano Pilia and Valerio Tricoli, which
in the course of this interview Claudio
will describe as his ” research project
on a solid and heterogeneous sound
nucleus”, capable of moving with
equal confidence between contexts
of contemporary art to festivals to
social centres as long as they can
perform with the right care and
attention, and finally, In Zaire, in
collaboration with the duo G.I. Joe.

For some time now Claudio Rocchetti has been
one of the most active and interesting
electronic musicians in national and European

It is from this last project that the
roots of this interview sprout: In Zaire
is in fact the latest project developed
by Claudio Rocchetti. They have yet to

scenes: be it because of his research on sound,
as an emotional and compositional element,
but also materially on analogical and electronic
instruments, or because of his technical,

be released on any formal publication,
and before the 18th of April at Cox in
Milan in the Exploding Cave event, In
Zaire hadn’t even had many occasions
to play together on a stage, from what
I know. I don’t know if it was because
of the freshness of a project so recent,
or the alchemy that is created at
times between artists, I don’t know if

improvisational and expressive capabilities be
it in the studio or live, and the tight net of
collaborations and participants active between
Bologna and Berlin.

I had the possibility of listening to and
“seeing” Claudio Rocchetti live many
times during the past few years, be it
solo (which is perhaps the most
exposed, impressively fragile and
moody version of his music), or in his
three parallel projects: Olyvetty, a live
audiovisual improvisation project in
collaboration with the video artist
Riccardo Benassi, born from the crib
of Netmage and Xing, 3/4 Had Been

it was the technical abilities of the
three elements (guitar and drums
from G.I.Joe and electronica by
Rocchetti), or the project itself,
perhaps the sum of all these things:
but In Zaire were the most spot-on
challenge and successful cultural
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discovery at the Exploding Cave.

and their integration, a confluence of
talents and intents that, against the
general scepticism that surrounds this
kind of curator “operation” based on
putting together and improvising,
shows that perhaps the synaesthetic
languages of the rapport between
sound and image, must begin to move
towards new fields of investigation,
less pre-constructed by software or
digital technologies. In sounds terms,
they seem to be dictated by the
difficult co-penetration between
electronic, digital and electric sounds.
Claudio Rocchetti seems to have
understood all this for some time, as
many others seem to have
understood it, a number of people
that is sufficient to build a national
“movement” that in my opinion
represents one of the most original
stylistic numbers produced in our
country in recent times .

.

The addition of the visual element of
In Zaire’s concert, directed by Virgilio
Villoresi, added that touch of research
on image, of uniqueness of the work
of research of sources and live
analogical systems that were
absolutely unique and distinguish the
work of this young director and video
artist from Tuscany. Considering that
Claudio Rocchetti and Virgilio
Villoresi, even if they have been
friends for a long time and respect
each other, had never had a minute to
rehearse this audiovisual show; this
live that was created was surprisingly
one of the best moments of
audiovisual synaesthesia and
aesthetic research that I have
witnessed in the past few years, a
flow of sounds and images that were
never banal for almost 40 minutes of
performance.

.

Marco Mancuso: First of all I would
like to know more about your training
and your current activity. When did

A truly and totally improvised live
performance, be it in terms of sound
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you discover electronica and what are
your projects that you are developing
right now, including solo projects and
your collaborations like Olivetty, 3/4
Had Been Eliminated and now In Zaire

nucleus which is heterogeneous,
whereas In Zaire is funk frozen in the
contemporary, the tribal rhythm of
our days.
Marco Mancuso: What are the
differences in your artistic approach,
in your work method and in your
music research in these projects? In
other words, what pushes you to
research on the one hand the
collaboration with a video artist
(Benassi as Olyvetty), and on the other
the collaboration with musicians such
as Pilia and Tricoli (for 3/4HBE) and
G.I. Joe? What do they give you and
what do you give them?

Claudio Rocchetti: As for many
people of my generation I began
playing in various hardcore groups
(bass and guitar), around the age of 13,
until I was 20. Then I stopped entirely
for a while, concentrating on
organising concerts and other things,
but without ever even picking up an
instrument. When I was about 25 I
discovered DJing, in Bologna, and
expanding the technique of turntables
I managed to go back to my
instruments with which I had begun.
This was fluid and without any kind of
project: like now, I discover a genre, a
technique, and I incorporate it into my
experience, but without traumas or
radical decisions, it’s all assimilated
and sedimented in time. In this way
my collaborations and various
projects move too. It’s a flow from
one musician to another, from one
sound to another, where the
precedent is necessary for the future,
and where the last one shines new
light on the previous one. OLYVETTY is
the necessity to represent another
dimension and to use languages that
are unknown: 3/4HBE is a longer
project, a combination of different
characters and the research of a solid

Claudio Rocchetti: My basic approach
remains intact in all my collaborations;
the interesting element is that it is my
own style that is forged by all the
various collaborations. As well as
learning from each encounter, I
always try to impose my transversal
gaze on the personal style of the
other musicians, underlining and
encouraging those that seem to me to
be their peculiarities. For example, the
singing and the shape of a song (even
if de-natured) in the ¾’s, the
obsessive riff and tribalism in In Zaire.
Then there’s the choice of my space,
of the materials on which I can work,
etc. which is different in each project,
but I believe that the fundamental
aspect is this desire to listen and to
put on show each single peculiarity .
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instruments, but principally recorders
and analogical reproducers, forces me
to take these machines to their limit,
to push thems beyond their
possibilities. During a live set I look for
a breaking point and a collapse in the
instruments, I go round it and try to
hold back at the end. I don’t always
succeed, sometimes the concert ends
because one part breaks or because I
physically can’t handle it.

.

Marco Mancuso: Your approach to
making music is definitely very
physical: on the one hand you use
electronic and analogical instruments,
that are far from the immaterial digital
world, on the other hand you seem to
search for a true and honest physical
tension with your instruments. Do you
think this way of approaching music,
this tension which is clearly evident
live, is fruit of your “being an artist”, or
how you are and your passion, or do
you think that there’s a will to
research the expressive possibilities of
analogical/electronic sounds
compared to digital ones?

Marco Mancuso: This physicality is
becoming your artistic number, most
of all because it becomes a
spectacular action on the stage. A
performance act that translates into
fights on tables with Benassi in
Olyvetty or the sound orgasm in ¾
and In Zaire. How important is the
performance/theatrical/ecological
aspect in your projects and how do
you relate with the other elements
(and the audience) on stage?
Claudio Rocchetti: The
physical/spectacular component is a
constant in my live shows, even if with
the ¾’s it’s very withheld, with
Olyvetty it resolves in a dual and in In

Claudio Rocchetti: It’s a combination
between my path that I mentioned
before (hc/metal/noise) and the will
to not bend to the classical
experimental live that you see
nowadays (computers or digital
machines). The fact of playing with
these elements that aren’t

Zaire it’s like an explosive trance. I
would say that it’s an element with
the others when it’s withheld,
implosive, be it when focused on
direct conflict or when it’s induced by
the rhythm and strength of the
performance.
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scarce starting point I began to add a
pedal, a microphone and other things,
but at the same time I took elements
away. So even in this case you can say
that my instruments are fruit of a slow
process of sedimentation. The
superficial levels are recent
instruments, which work as “solo”
elements, whereas the older ones, the
turntables and mixer, are my backing
band.

.

Marco Mancuso: How do you work
live? I saw you on different occasions
and with different projects and on
stage you are always surrounded by
instruments of various kinds. You
don’t seem to have a standard
approach to live sets and you don’t
even seem to have a subdivided
structure for each time and for each
project; but I believe there must be a
preparation on your part for the
performance that is different in each
project and evolves as you
accumulate experience on stage.
What instruments do you surround
yourself with, what do you love
playing and what path of
improvisation ( and nonimprovisation) do you move along
during a live performance?

.

Marco Mancuso: The In Zaire live in
Cox, confirms the optimum state of a
certain kind of Italian music that
translates in a communion of genres
and experiences that go from prog, to
free jazz, to post-rock to live impro
and electronica. A scene that, thanks
to some key elements, such as groups
like Zu, Ovo, 3/4HBE8 to name e few,
or labels like Wallace and Bowindo, is
being recognised and appreciated
even on an international level. How do
you perceive this moment, from what
origin does it spur from and most of
all do you think that it’s still in

Claudio Rocchetti: It all began with
turntables. Just two tables (without
the vinyl) and a mixer. Feedback,
rhythmic elements found around the
turntable body, space and elements
created with the mixer, etc. From a
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evolution?

their recognisable peculiarity and
could seem very different, but are
fruit of a similar feeling that lead them
to crossover and collaborate with
each other continuously. The same
can be said for places like Xm24,
Codalunga, Dauntaun, they all come
from different situations but are all
part of this seed that is evolving and
mutating.

Claudio Rocchetti: I don’t know if
there’s a scene as such in Italy, even if
I can say that there is surely a
common feeling and will to do
something that in reality to me seems
more interesting than a “simple”
scene. There are many people who, in
my opinion, can identify themselves in
a common past in DIY and HC, but
who today work in different situations
and environments. There are
connections and bonds between
genres and places that until a few
years a go were simply at opposite
poles: for example labels like Second
Sleep, Holidays, Troglosound have

www.die-schachtel.com
www.last.fm/music/Claudio+Rocchet
ti
www.equalradio.blogspot.com
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The Ecology Of Laboratorio Elettrico Popolare
Marco Mancuso

technologies (and if there must be a
code, then it should be DOS: for
everything else go somewhere else).
The workshop that Peppo Lasagna
held with Tonylight as a Popular
Electronic Workshop on the 18 th of
April at the C.S.O.A. Cox18 Calusca
Archive during the audiovisual
experimentation and research event
Exploding Cave, was an almost
unexpected public success in the era
of digital interactivity, of open source
hardware, of generative software.

He won’t have it, he really doesn’t like
me calling him “Master”. Peppo
Lasagna is in principal a modest
person, absolutely coherent in his
being “ecological” and in his
relationship with the world, the
environment, the technology that
surrounds us. In principal, he’s one of
those people that does not bask in
compliments or in the awareness of
his own knowledge, but prefers to act,
to do, to create.

Creating sounds (and lights) by
modulating audio signals coming from
the overlapping of different radio
equipment, playing with
electromagnetic waves, exploring the
determining effects of various types
of electric circuits, understanding the
physical phenomena that are behind
the modulation of a signal,
recalibrating pre-printed disks of old
electronic equipment according to
the creative demands necessary: this
and much more was included in the
workshop held by LEP in the
Exploding Cave.

Peppo Lasagna is one of the key
elements of the relationships
between the history of the hacker
movement in the Milanese scene of
the past 10 years: an atypical hacker at
that, because he isn’t very interested
in digital technologies or the potential
of codes, but rather the safe-keeping
(and distribution) of analogical,
electronic, electrical, and radio

A kind of knowledge for which there is
no upgraded manual for
contemporary creative requirements.
A technology that if understood and
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known critically, brings with it
possibilities for political and creative
action, only comparable to those of
great code developers. It also has a
great environmental and economical
impact, thinking of the possibility of
re-using polluting technologies that
most of us usually just throw away. A
science that now belongs to the few,
and that without a doubt should be
shared further, like those recipes that
are passed down from generation to
generation.

reasons Peppo Lasagna is, in my
opinion and as much as he doesn’t like
the word, a “Master”. For his capability
of transmitting knowledge, for his
innate “you can” (whoever teaches
knows what I mean), of catalysing the
attention of people who work with
him, for his being one of the last
keepers of magic that are still around.
Marco Mancuso: Peppo, how was the
workshop in Cox? How did you get on
and what feedback did you get? Can
you summarise, for those who weren’t
there, what you did and what projects
you showed to the public that came
to see it?
Peppo Lasagna: Well, the experience
was great! There was a lot of
involvement of the people present
and despite the quantity of people we
managed to fill a couple of tables with
some of our projects. We purposefully
chose some “incomplete” experiments
to be able to intervene on the circuits
directly using crocodile cables to
make the connections: we had a relay
sequencer, and some “passive synth”
modules ( a machine that produces

.

Peppo Lasagna, through Laboratorio
Elettrico Popolare and the
collaboration with Tonylight, has been
doing all this for years, independently:
from LOA Hacklab of Bulk “The selfmanaged farmstead Torchiera
without water”, from Hackmeetings to
the Otolab collective (the mechanical
and electronic instruments used by
the collective in the much acclaimed
project “Hypnotic Circus” (Circo
Ipnotico) were his, for example) to the
last stage with Cox18. For all these

sounds without using
semiconductors, but only using
“passive” components such as
resistances, condensers and
inductances, in other words the synth
that could have existed in the 1800′s).
Then there was the “Tappetofono”
(The “Rugphone”), based on an old
electronic organ disk from the 70′s
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that is played by touching the
contacts with your fingers, the RDS
(dirty digital delay), an audio effect
that uses a PIC and an old simm 256K
disk recuperated from an old PC. All
this is created almost exclusively from
recuperated materials. Our latest
projects were created in a small series
and are the Leploop, an analogical
device, a synthesiser-drum machine
sequencer and the Videomoog, which
is at its fifth version. We had some
radio devices with which we
developed waves that bounced
between the local oscillators, which
were generally used as an immediate
sound source for the experiments.

general tendency of “rediscovery” of
electrical and electronic technologies.
What are you thoughts about this: in
other words, you know the latest
stages of technological development,
of hardware and software, what are
your thoughts about this attitude
toward the co-penetration between
technologies?
Peppo Lasagna: The distribution of
technological knowledge and selfbuilding were had their peak in the
50′s and 60′s in terms of electronic
technologies: back then the market
was full of boxes for people to follow
instructions and build their own stuff,
and amateur magazines that brought
technological knowledge (with less
filters compared to today) that was
readily available. The resources were
scarcer, but the transmission of
knowledge was easier. Then with the
evolution of the complexity of circuits
and growing electronic consumption,
the knowledge of basic phenomena
withered away and the level of
“fiddling” was raised to levels that
don’t implicate the contact with
“naked metal”, but instead with
mouse and keyboard, networks and
wi-fi. It’s another universe of
knowledge, that has little or no point
of contact with what’s behind it but
without which it could not exist.

.

Marco Mancuso: L.E.P. is, by
definition, “recuperated hardware,
programming on naked metal,
obsolete technologies from tin
openers to the radio to television to
supercomputers”. I believe that the
success of the Workshop in Cox and
the fascination exerted on the people
present were quite explicative of a

Marco Mancuso: A clear sensation
that was felt in the audience was this
strong detachment between forms of
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knowledge: even if the audience were
“fiddlers” and programmers, your level
of knowledge of hardware, electronic
and electric, is enormous. It almost
seems to be a legacy for the few, a
kind of art that risks extinction faced
with the development and potential
of computers. How do you feel about
this: do you like teaching and giving
your knowledge, do you expose it
willingly to others, and how do you
bring it into Otolab?

.

Marco Mancuso: L.E.P. has always had
an evident anarchic political
approach. The Workshop translates its
knowledge of applications that are
useful in the creative environment but
also and most of all in a political,
social and class environment. What
changes did you see in Milan in the
last few years in terms of workshop
spaces, shared energy, the will to
value technologies that you provide?
And what do you think is happening
today, it seems to me that there’s a
new buzz in town, don’t you?

Peppo Lasagna: I would love it if
certain types of knowledge did not
just remain inside the r&d workshops
of multinationals but instead were
shared as much as possible, in
different contexts. In terms of
hardware development, the obstacles
to overcome are many and immediate
success is scarce and this tends to
discourage people: obviously in an
afternoon in a workshop it is not
possible to begin a new project and
finish it, especially if you need to
coordinate a lot of stuff and between
different people. We hope that in the
future we can have a permanent lab
where we can experiment and
develop new projects collectively.

Peppo Lasagna: The experience in
social spaces in Milan followed the
evolution of technology exactly as it
was perceived outside. The divide
between state of the art and the level
of resources used has been reduced
and if before it was easy to find old
beaten-up PC’s now people aim much
higher, and want the best and the
newest they can get. This causes the
same problems, the same advantages
and the same risks that there can be
in any other place: if internet has
allowed us to change our way of
facing technology, of augmenting the
level of communication and visibility
of realities that would otherwise be
marginal, it also made us abandon
everything that was enough before in
terms of most needs, it’s more safe in
terms of control and repression, more
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targeted to resolving problems. It has
made us dumb with redundant and
often useless information.

and how was it developed? Or, if you
have never created it, why is that in
your opinion? Could it be proposed
again today?

Marco Mancuso: With the project
“Eterete”, the idea was to build a decentred and interactive network of
radios, which followed the discourse
of TazTV. As you state in your
introductory text, the idea is to be
able to facilitate and build a network
of radio transmitters at high
frequency that cover a restricted area,
together, based on a transversal
cooperation between associations,
movements, collectives, and single
individuals. Have you ever created this
project and if yes, how long did it last

Peppo Lasagna: We did some
sporadic experiments, even if it’s
difficult to evaluate what response we
had. There were technical problems
and legal problems as well as the
gradual and inexorable passage to
digital transmission. I think that the
more time that goes by, the more
difficult it will be to re-propose such
an experiment if not on a very small
scale. I feel that interest has been lost,
as the growing number of wi-fi
networks and mobile phones have
captured people’s attention.
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proclamation,
there
is
an
environmental issue that is very
interesting, be it from the point of
view of pure hardware that should be
recycled, be it in terms of software
pollution, pollution of data, of
information. Do you think that this is a
problem that we will face soon?
Peppo Lasagna: The text of the
proclamation sounds apocalyptic, but
it’s true that I do not believe in the
sustainability of the situation that has
been created. I think that the higher
we go the more we will get hurt when
we fall. The current crisis, the global
warming alarm, a greater attention to
environmental impact in our activities
are perhaps changing this situation.
Now there are a lot of concepts of
clean energy, zero kilometres, CO2
emissions that weren’t even
considered before, even if they are
still not considered enough. In the
meantime the latest versions of
hardware and software chase each
other and force us to use our
resources at an increasingly faster
rate: this creates interesting waste,
but it could suffocate us one day….

.

Marco Mancuso: In your statement
written for L.E.P., you say, “the
prospects that we find ahead of us are
catastrophic to say the least,
technology chases itself getting closer
to that fractal abyss that is
comparable to a black hole like a
precipice is to a waterfall, before we
go beyond the horizon it would be a
good idea to find shelter, when the
last hard disk will be full of that shit
that they dare call software how will
we free ourselves from all the waste
that we have accumulated along our
path? When the markets of losers will
be saturated with multimedia and 3D
engines, when the network-eating
network will drown the universe like
wild sewage, when the brain of the
last engineer will be mush because of
the mechanisms of logic, who will
save us?”. … it seems that in your

www.autistici.org/loa/lep/
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Infectious: Stay Away
Stefano Raimondi

identity, even though very easily
perceivable, slips. Not a scientific
park, not interested in publication of
the pure scientific editorial, not a
museum or a contemporary art
gallery. Probably the Science Gallery is
the paradox of common sense, the
charming valley that the rivers of
private and public financing run
toward. Playing is prohibited to those
under 18. The Science Gallery is the
terrain in the middle of art, science
and entertainment, born thanks to the
intuition of Professor Mike Coey,
eager to make a project capable of to
bring the public closer to the science
and new technologies in parallel to
the development of the field of
research concerning
nanotechnologies. For this reason,
walking around the Science Museum,
you can find a bit of everything: a
designer who talks about science, an
orchestra conductor which composes
a viral music, a bar tender from
Bassano del Grappa.

The magical capability of the director
of the Science Gallery is owed to the
exhibition “Infectious: Stay Away”, if
it’s true, it’s opening took place some
days before the global alarm
associated to the diffusion of the pork
influence.
We don’t know if this correlation will
bring light or cast shadow on the
exhibition prepared in the fascinating
space in the centre of Dublin. What’s
certain is seeing a building barred by a
yellow-black cross banner,
decompression chambers, and
controls in the entrance make a great
effect. Today, more than yesterday.
Improvisationally, a real murderer gets
around in the house of horror of the
playground of periphery.
The Science Gallery remains as an
enigma for those who write. It’s
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During the visit to the exhibition, I am
accompanied by Michael John
Gorman, the director of the gallery
situated inside the Trinity College of
Dublin, a campus capable of involving
more than 15.000 people. The
exhibition Infectious is unveiled by
reclaim of modernity: stay away.

From science to fashion: Susie
Freeman and Liz Lee have made a
cloth composed of the fragments of a
book which illustrates the protection
we’ve developed to protect ourselves
from infections. Alo Allik, Annika
Koski, Simon Jermyn, have tried to
develop an artistic project, which
explores the possibility to create a
continuously changing art piece.

The place has encountered a glaring
packaging and it has been put upside
down by a virtual quarantine. In the
entrance, after a profound medical
visit, you’re provided with a chip,
which traces the position of the visitor
during the movements in the gallery.
The contact with the infected people
will later be displayed by this device,
which shows the infection.

The work of Vittoria Colizza, Wouter
Van den Broeck, D. Balcan, B.
Goncalves, H. Hu J.J. Ramasco e
A.Vespignani is instead related to the
communication society, and explores
how the ease of movement provided
by air transport is capable of carrying
a disease to whole globe. The work of
Gordana Novakovic deciphers the
changes in images and sounds, which
happen in the immunity system
during the infection. Fashion,
transport, music and also mythology:
the work of David Bickley, Tom Green
and John Mac Sharry transforms the
work of immunity system into an
audio system inspired in the style of
epic Irish mythology.

“Infectious” is an exhibition, which
explores the social cultural and virtual
mechanisms of infection, and the
strategies of its containment by
science and art. These strategies
contain the simulation of pretentious
epidemics in real time, and for the joy
of the communication division, also
the real time monitoring of an
epidemics.

The greatest merit of the exhibition is
therefore the greatest merit of the
Science Gallery; presenting the
difficult ideas in an easy way, trace an
instant research, propose a new
model of dialogue between the arts
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and science.

route, even though the intersection
area between three territories is still
full of weed. The multidisciplinary
research increases the appeal, but
under the heavy make-up of the
research, the artistic shade and red
lipstick, there’s still a young girl, who’s
too young to leak into the party of the
adult. Confused, nobody in the
entrance has warned her, the
exhibition is not advised against to
those under 15.

.

At the end of the visit what remains is
a sensation of bulimia to do, and the
consciousness of the relation
between the art, science and new
technologies has taken a fascinating

http://sciencegallery.com/
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Zeitgeist: For A New Social Order
Davide Anni

watched with the same interest
documentaries on these degrees of
hallucination and perception of the
self, according to which, behind the
political and economical events there
are almighty hidden powers. The
latest among them is “Zeitgeist: The
movie” with “Zeitgeist: Addendum”, a
clever interweave of political theory
and novel, a 2007 no profit webmovie directed, produced and
distributed by Peter Joseph. Released
in English with subtitles in various
languages including Italian, the movie
has been recently dubbed in Italian as
well. Both parts were awarded in 2007
& 2008 at the Artivism Film Festival in
Hollywood, California as Best feature
artist spirit.

The soul is restless and lost; this is our
Zeitgeist, an everlasting state of
collective hallucination, in which the
conspiratorial theories create an
history while the super-structures
(media, economy, politics) create
another.
We are the audience for clever
historical scripts, which use myth as
the most powerful weapon; it is not
crucial how much a story is true to
reality (given that it exists), but how
functional it is to orienting and
mobilizing: “a story cannot work if it is
not considered true within a
community or nation” (Zeitgeist: the
movie).

Pointless to say that the Net, as per its
own nature, has answered
immediately to the movies’ appeals,
and saw very quickly the birth of the
“Zeitgeist Movement”: a platform,
maybe a network, some messages
and suggestions, actions and
indications, translated into many
different languages, so as to put into
practice the theories proposed by the
two movies.

I read books with great interest,
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The second film, “Zeitgeist:
Addendum”, is a follow-up of the first
one, and investigates the origins of
nowadays diffuse social corruption,
while offering a solution: to get rid of
any barrier between men, and mainly
to weaken the monetary system. The
movie suggests actions of “social
transformation”, like boycotting the
big banks, the media, the military
system and the multinational
companies of the energy sector. The
movie, as its name suggests, is an
addendum, and is divided into 3 parts
as well:

.

The first film, “Zeitgeist: The movie”, is
a strong accusation towards the
submission and blind obedience, of
certain historical notions, that we
collectively believe to be true. To be
precise, the documentary is divided
into 3 parts:

1 – the systematic social attack carried
out by the Federal Reserve
2 – the story of an “economy-killer”

1 – the myth of the Christian religion
(by comparing the story of Christ to
several previous religions, especially
the myth of Horu, it suggests an
astrological reading of the Bible).

3 – an interview to the founder of
project Venus (social engineer
Jacques Fresco, who created a project
aiming to the liberation of society
from money, using technology and
resources, this counterpoised to
nowadays society based on profit and
shortage of resources.

2 – the conspiracy of the American
powers-that-be (referring to 9/11, who
could possibly be behind the attacks,
who could have benefited from them,
and if they could be avoided.
3 – the profiteering logic behind wars
(starting from WW1 until the second
Gulf War, everything leads back to the
involvement of the most important
banks in the USA , and to the
prominent role of the Federal Reserve
itself).
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Ambiguous and contradictory are the
symbols printed on the dollar bills,
mixing evident allusions to the
Masonry of the elects, to the promise
“in God we trust”, so we cannot be
surprised by the invention of TVevangelism and the growth of megachurches which gather tens of
thousands of worshipers in Olympic
facilities, all screaming slogans like
“There are some question that can’t
be answered by Google”, (recurring in
my life).

Part 1 of “Zeitgeist: the movie” takes
into consideration the Christian
beliefs established in the Bible, and
criticizes its historical accuracy. The
title (The Greatest Story ever Sold)
makes reference to The Greatest Story
ever Told – playing with the words
“Sold” and “Told”. In Part 2, theories
are presented based on which the
USA had been warned of the
possibility of the 9/11 attacks, and the
radar control for NORAD itself had
been deliberately “distracted” through
the scheduling of war games
simulations staging numerous
terrorist attacks to civil and military
targets, carried out with airliners. This
way the real hijacked planes would
have time to reach their targets even
30 minutes after the first attack.
Furthermore, the documentary
suggests a theory based on which the
World Trade Center buildings have
been destroyed through a controlled
demolition.

I borrow a citation: “If faith is a gift,
faith in America is a gift where buyers
look deeply in the box, and easily
return to the provider in exchange for
another one, just like Christmas
presents on the 26th of December”
(Vittorio Zucconi).
Faith = religious shopping, where the
Pastor satisfies our desires, just like
technological fetishism corresponds
to the desire to own the latest fashion
of the hi-tech market; we are almost a
psychedelic civilization by now,
guided by lobotomized leaders with
genetically-modified traits.

In part 3, powerful bankers carry out a
centuries-long conspiracy, so to reach
world domination and enrich and
empower themselves further more.
Their companies have used their
wealth to further the financial panic,
causing numerous Stock Exchange
crisis and – using the diffusion of
alarming rumors through the Press
they control – causing the bankruptcy
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of many independent competing
bank, which gave way to their fusion
and unification to the bigger
companies these “occult
manipulators” control. Finally, the film
displays the theory of the electronic
plot and openly declares that the
Federal Reserve, the central bank of
the USA , was created to steal the
country’s richness away. The film
shows how all wars fought by the USA
were immensely profitable to very
few multi-millionaires. It states that
the aim of these bankers is to reach
world supremacy on an easily to
control and blackmail public.

aim to establish a single authoritarian
government ruling over a new state
which would come from the fusion of
the USA, Canada and Mexico – a sort
of European Union-like super-State
with a single currency, the Amero –
which together with a future African
Union, and an Asian Union, would
gradually be united in a single World
Government.
The film ends with the conclusion that
under this type of Government, each
and every human being would have a
RFID chip implanted, with the
apparent goal of a more secure ID,
whereas it would be used to monitor
all individuals and suppress dissensus.
In spite of all this, the film ends on a
positive note, confiding that through
the newfound awareness of these
facts, the world can finally overthrow
these evil forces, which mainly draw
their strength from their hidden
nature, objectives and maneuvers. At
last these oppressive forces will be
overthrown and revolution finally will
triumph.

.

In this section of the film is also stated
that there is an occult movement
trying to change the American
Constitution and end the dollar
through its crisis. Lastly, after the
economy downfall and the
subsequent unemployment and the
disturbances, this movement would

A descriptive analysis of the world’s
evolution is aimed to clarifying ages
and events, but ordinary history has to
be reduced to theory making, so to
leave freedom of choice to the
individuals – the same “free will”
Christianity talks about and which
Roman Catholic church often fears.
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If we acknowledge that arts have a
social function (Friedric Schiller), and
we use it as a medicine which
educates men to true political and
spiritual freedom (Rudolf Steiner), we
will exemplify social unification, for
what concerns what’s common
among men, getting rid this way of
moral submission of the individuals.
To confine arts to a mere economical
function in galleries, bazaars and fairs,
is a great risk for everybody.

.

So, we need a new Christian
experience, otherwise “there will be in
one of the next generations, a
medication to be given to people so
they would love their subdued life and
allow dictatorships to be “free from
tears”; some kind of painless
concentration camp for whole
societies in which people will be
practically deprived of their freedom,
but they will be quite happy about it”.
(Aldous Huxley)

Every man is an artist, and there is no
method to measure art, it is simply a
prime factor distinguishing us from
animals. “We are the revolution”.
(Joseph Beuys).

www.zeitgeistmovie.com/
www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/
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The Chinese Nightmare?
Lucrezia Cippitelli

relation of an architectural project in
the urban context of Beijing, the visual
output of a years of observation and
documentation of the territory.
Not always easy to read (the graphics
of the page-layout, which is
integrating The
to the
Chinese
contents
Dream
of the
editorial project, is usually invasive
with respect to the text) but certainly
immersive,
is a
pitiless participated and intriguing
analysis, of the New World of 21 st
century, published by the publishing
house in Rotterdam by concomitance
with the celebrations of the Beijing
Olympics (June 2008). As the authors
rightfully point out in the post-script,
the things change very fast in China as
if they could been frozen by the ink.
The news of the last months already
seem to confirm this departure point.
Towards the beginning of the
February 2009, the companies of the
whole world claimed ”Crisis. China: 20
million of people loose their job and
return to countryside” some weeks
before there came the countermand
”Economic recovery in China, workers
return to cities.”

The Chinese Dream is book of more
than 700 pages about the
urbanization in China, published by
the Dutch editor NAI Publishers. This
project of colossal dimensions is on
the shoulders of an architect Neville
Mars, and a researcher Adrian
Hornsby and the Dynamic City
Foundation. The disproportionate
growth of the agglomerations in
China is at the centre of this
publication.
The Chinese Dream is a story, a
newspaper, a critic, an instant, the
arrival point of a field research, an
editorial project based on the graphic
communication of jamming culture,
and on-line and shared publication in
progress ( http://burb.tv ), the
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in tune with the Chinese reality in
continuous update, which seems to
represent its natural expansion. While
the urban China seems actually as a
project without defined borders, but
developed constantly and rapidly
following the flux of the economy, the
book itself presents the (even the
historic) premises of this
development, outlines some
principals, yet will never be able to
reach to the state of the things, an
arrival point which is not arbitrary,
fragmentary and temporary.

.

A volume, which talks of the evolution
of the urbanism in China, therefore
cannot analyse and present a phase of
a route, which is destined to change
immediately. “This book has become
old-dates soon as it was published
and rapidly became an historic instant
rather than an analysis of the present.”
as warned by the authors. “The
understanding of the Chinese policy
implies the reading of the 9290
articles which Google News publishes
only in the last 3,8 days The world
continues to move in order to remain
useful, our interpretation has to be
continuously reviewed” And just for
this reason, the platform of the
Burb.tv contains continuous updates

And actually, the entire research
project initiated in 2004 from Neville
Mars and from the Dynamic City
Foundation, dedicated to Urban China
2020 (the back-cover of the book asks
with enormous characters just this
question ^2020 what will China be
like?^) just aims to analyse the
disproportionate urban growth of the
country until the first twenty-years of
the new millennium. The selected
date is not casual: the Chinese
government had in fact announced its
intention to build 400 new cities right
in this period. Twenty nine cities each
year, in order to cope with the
immense migration of the population
searching a job from rural toward the
cities. According to the statistical
researches, in 2030 a good 930 million
Chinese people will live in city.

and editorial materials and
documentation which complete the
volume.
The subtitle of the volume, A society
in construction seems to be perfectly
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of what would be dedicated in Europe
or in the United States. The architects
are called to solve the urban problems
or expansion plans which will be put
in operation very rapidly. Very often
the development plans prove to be
inefficient, uncontrolled and
uncoordinated.

.

The question, which underlies the
entire editorial project, aims to be
imaginary rather than a scientific data:
given the premises, how will the
future be? On one hand the volume
presents images (7000 as told by
authors) market researches,
sociological texts of urbanisation in
China, graphics and stories: all
summed up, it’s the real product of a
careful on-site research, realized by
Chinese and international researchers
together.

.

The growth of the Chinese economy,
which used to go on the average
levels which decuplicated the values
of the western world until some years
ago, together with the political power,
which China has been awarded in the
last decades in the international
context, are the elements which
initiated a process of transformation
of the physical, urban and social
landscape of the country. Satellite
city, demolished and completely
remodelled old-districts in order to
contain billions of inhabitants,
commercial centres, and roads: which
is defined “sprawl”, uncontrolled
extension of the urban fabric.

But Neville Mars above all is a
designer architect: From his privileged
point of view, in the heart of Far West
Chinese (in fact he lives in Beijing),
also tries to understand and imagine
how “designing” can have a role in this
constructive proliferation which
doesn’t have the time to think and
plan in the long term.
Comes to be defined as ” Flash
Architecture” , for which a small
fraction of time is dedicated instead
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What role does the vision of the
architect have in this context? The
turning into a cement jungle of China
has attracted hundreds of architects
from the entire world, which don’t
have too much left to do in the west.
Neville Mars asks a question with a
difficult answer: What behaviour
should an architect attain in front this
state of things? There exists an ethic
according to which, one can design
social environments for the society
without having to satisfy the brutal
necessities of the market?

the reification of the problem. The real
absence of the Chinese dream, BBT
will contain 12500 people, 5000
apartments, 6 hectares of land for an
area whose density will be ten times
of that of Manhattan. Towers for
apartments with commercial areas on
the base, highway which surrounds
them, a green area next to it (view
reserved to richer clients): Seems to
be the materialization of
of J.G. Ballard or the 3D
version of the “ideal cities” designed in
the 1930′ies by Le Corbousier (by
chance they haven’t been realized),
counter to which there raised the
critics of Lefebre and the international
situationist practice.

And here’s BBT (Beijing Boom Tower),
the imaginary district of the city of
Beijing signed by Neville Mars, and
presented in the heart of the book,

Condominium
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areas, two steps to metro, apartments
whose dimensions equal to 200% of
the average: What limits have to be
crossed to contain the market? In
order to do all that, is it legal to
construct “vertical districts” (60 storey
high) social classes divided according
to height? Seems like a nightmare
rather than a desert, and whoever
plans the urban evolution of the
Chinese far west, has to answer to the
ethical problems.

.

“BBT is the theoretical product of a
trial, genuinely marketable to contain
the demands of the market: the
suburban luxury in the centre of a city.
In BBT you can have your desert and
eat It.” says the presentation of the
district. Now the trend in China is to
construct luxurious houses with green

http://burb.tv/
http://burb.tv/view/BOOK_-_The_C
hinese_Dream
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Green Platforms, Making Ecological World
Giulia Simi

not just to the operators.
That’s why the topics for the
exhibitions – which should be actually
called platforms for collective
meditation and discussion, are always
absolutely topical and linked with
social and political issues, with the
risk, sometimes, of running up against
tricky subjects. Such was certainly the
case for Green Platform , the
exhibition overseen by Lorenzo Giusti
and Valentina Gensini, and devoted to
the by now ubiquitous issue of
ecology.

When I got into the hall of Palazzo
Strozzi for the opening of “Green
Platform” , the latest exhibition
organized by Centro di Cultura
Contemporanea di Firenze (Centre for
Contemporary Culture in Florence),
the cue waiting to get in was
unexpectedly long. I am not used to it.
Contemporary art, outside the certain
circuits and without high-sounding
names, can hardly attract the big
crowds.
CCCS has managed to do that. Little
later than one year since its opening,
it emerges as one of the most active
and interesting hubs in the Italian
panorama. Not only on account of the
artistic and organizational choices,
but also thanks to the underlying
conception that art is first of all a
creative look at the world and things
and as such it belongs to the people,

.

From automotive to fashion, each and
every company nowadays takes good
care to include the magic prefix eco in
their campaigns: eco-car, eco-dress,
eco-food, eco-furniture, ecowhatever-in-the-name-o-
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-the-economy. And what about art?
We know that art can at times
become a pseudo-innovative offshoot
of a market strategy that deprives it of
its original subversive drive. Devoting
an exhibition to ecology in this period,
opening just one day after the much
spoken of Earth Day, implied indeed a
high risk of trivialization. The two
curators, being aware of that, decided
to get round the problem and launch
a fertile and inspiring debate on the
topic, by focusing on a very simple
question: what is ecology? Is it really
the safeguard of the environment or is
there something more to it?

and psychoanalyst Felix Guattari,
Lorenzo Giusti and Valentina Gensini
have widened the scope of the word
ecology from the relationship
between man and nature to all kinds
of interaction in which humanity is
involved: from social relationships to
cognitive experience. At this stage
ecology means imagining a world
where the interaction takes up a
central role. Interaction between man
and nature, but also between media,
ideas, disciplines, human beings. The
observation of nature becomes a
starting point to develop creative
strategies capable of overturning the
destructive logic of our socioeconomic models where things are
quickly discarded, to become waste.

Starting from Gregory Bateson’s
holistic notion and the ecosophic
approach by the French philosopher
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is above all capability to activate
creative connections that can imagine
and “build worlds”. Ecological worlds
because wasteless, because capable
of bearing differences and
marginalities beyond any kind of
evolutionism. Ecological worlds
because capable of eluding the
systematic and thorough control by
the late-capitalist society, developing
unpredictable and resilient areas of
freedom, just like those plants
growing along the edge of the road or
on abandoned buildings that Clément
describes in his “Manifeste du Tiers
Paysage”: “indistinct, indefinite spaces
that are hard to name” . Ecological
worlds, based on the connection
between human beings and things,
where art is the undercurrent that
cannot be renounced

.

The result is a show that gathers the
works of artists with very different
approaches, whose common ground
may be, as pointed out by Gensini in
her manuscript within the catalogue,
“having turned out any poetic and
emotional mimesis to look at the
natural world with an analytic attitude
“.
Hence Nicola Uzunovski’s visionary
experiments, Futurefarmers’ and
Superflex’s activism, the journalistic
video reports by Amy Balkin, Michele
Dantini and Alterazioni Video, the
alluring images by Carlotta Ruggieri
and Christiane Lohr, the scientific
survey by Andrea Caretto/Raffaella
Spagna and Nicola Toffolini, down to
the realistic utopia by the landscapist
Gilles Clément, who was interviewed
for the documentary by Ettore Favini .

.

Let’s forget about eco-incentives and
let’s start from creativity and
imagination to give our world a
habitable shape, because it is the only
one that we have.

Through technology and nature,
through social denunciation and
existential metaphors, “Green
Platform” helps us remember that art
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www.strozzina.org/greenplatform
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Video Interaction And Alternative Learning
Gigi Ghezzi

closer inspection reveal different
potential, beyond those of traditional
media education.
The most famous among them is
perhaps the Medea Awards,
established as recently as last year.
This is an annual award that aims to
promote media education. The
initiative this year was split into two
awards: the first entitled The MEDEA
Award for Creativity and Innovation,
which coincides with the European
year for creativity and innovation, the
second, the European Collaboration
Award in the tradition of international
cooperation characterised by policies
of that European Community.

The slogan elected by the European
Commission for2009 year of creativity and
innovation was “imagine – create – innovate”
(European Year of Innovation and Creativity –
EYCI).

This initiative aims to encourage
creative and innovative practices in
various sectors of society to promote,
through new skills, personal
development, employment and social
inclusion and enable the EU to
respond to cultural, environmental
andeconomic interestsin scenarios of
global competition( in a project that
prioritises not only education and
culture, but also policies of business).
Many initiatives have prioritised digital
communication, particularly the use
of media for individual expression.
And some of these initiatives seem to
move in that direction, but upon

.

Another European initiative, perhaps
less known fully within the framework
of creativity, is the platform
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EuroCreator. This is a portal that aims
to collect and offer the sharing of
multimedia content created in school
classes. Euro Creator was presented
March 12 in Dublin in front of an
audience for the final high-level
educators from across Europe and
students from different states.

can enlarge the sphere of experiential
learners and stimulate multisensory
learning.

The philosophy of participation in the
platform does not follow the canons
of opening the web, but is a form of
institutionalisedparticipation, which
offers the possibility of publishing a
video takes place after an official
invitation as a result of the class. This
is an antiquated system of validation
that has been justified by the
possibility of offering content.

.

The authors have established the
potential of video clips with the visual,
the dynamic, the spatial and the
plausibility of the performances.
These qualities are being applied in
new settings where the studentproducers work in micro-groups
coordinated by a teacher who is more
a facilitator of collaboration and
expression,rather than a transmitter
of knowledge.

However Eurocreator and especially
the Medea Award, show a desire to
educate through the media “that is
distinguished from mere” media
education, a progressive step,
especially regarding the possibility
confidential interactivity videos,
where the techniques involved in
video graphics are creating new ways
of participating. As stressed Sanders,

The study is particularly interesting
because it has analyzed the results of
“anchors”, a video with a scientific
basis. For example”In Search of the
Lost Ark ” (for the specific issue see
(
http://profile.educ.indiana.edu/Defau
lt.aspx?tabid=5547) featuresa
balanced ecosystem that is
threatened by the introduction of new
elements at the hands of unwary

Dedeoglu, Charbonnet (and others) in
the study “Approaches to Interactive
Video Anchors in Problem-Based
Science Learning” in The Journal of
Science Education and Technology
(03/09), there are tools such as
Anchors (a sort Tag for video editing),
and the development of custom
scripts or virtual simulations which
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human actions.

recombination of mental patterns,
through the creation of techniques to
manipulate content that is digital.

This kind of media has considerable
potential for scientific education: the
possibility of technical video is an
enrichment of the learning context
that stimulates knowledge usually
inert in traditional storage processes,
which rely on semantic memory of
individuals. Instead it depends on the
process of reactivation of
autobiographical experiences, or

http://www.create2009.europa.eu
http://www.eurocreator.com/
http://www.medea-awards.com/
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Awesome Santasangre
Annamaria Monteverdi

doesn’t have a traditional plot. The
concept is an apocalyptic vision of the
world: what would happen of life on
earth if the temperature would rise of
6°C ? A warning to humanity that
burns and consumes relentlessly
beyond any precaution, a pre-alert of
disaster, a forecast of desertification.
Everything goes by as showcased by
sensations and suggestions carried by
a technological mediation (the liveprocessed video, images in 3D
graphics, projections with holographic
effects) and by body pulsing with
light, absorbed in the natural
elements like in Videodrome by
Cronemberg. Bubbles containing
images, binding themselves to the
human in order to give life to shapes
apparently real, tri-dimensional, but
whose consistency is instead
impalpable and abstract. We are in a
possible-future universe where, due
to the high temperature of Earth,
what is produced by sight is more and
more an optical illusion, a mirage. The
brilliant study on light allows
Santasangre to dematerialize on the
scene the dancer’s body as if it was
literally swallowed by the earth, only
to have her reappear as the product of
a dream.

Santasangre (Maria Carmela Milano, Luca
Brinchi, Dario Salvagnini, Roberta Zanardo,
Diana Arbib), the best research theater
company using new technologies for sound
and pictures, was born in Roma in 2001 and
immediately showed they were bordering
between body art, video language and
mechanical / sound performances.

Their last work, “SEIGRADI, concert for
voice and synthetic music”, after
preliminary works, has taken on stage
– in its final version first showcased at
the RomaEuropa festival – the beauty
of technology, its potential
expressiveness exalted at its highest
level, with an almost embarrassing
perfection. A style machine. A
technology of the ideas, a system full
of existential metaphors. The show,
awesomely beautiful and intense, and
with an incredible perceptive impact,
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completely diverted, it is possible to
see images as if they were actually
reflected on the ground. Technically,
glass cages have been used to reflect
the light coming from the video, and
show them as an holographic mirage,
capable of encrusting themselves
onto the body and exchange their
genetic material.
The musical score, divided into 4
parts (from the four movements of
classical opera, corresponding to the 4
phases of evolution) sets the pace of
narration and choreography of the
only woman on scene, who turns her
back to the audience, a chameleon
adapting to the mutant environment,
almost motionless in the center of the
scene, still in a muscular tension
which also gives the proper emotional
temperature.

.

The theatrical form is that of the
evanescent, ghostly, unnerving and
scary apparition of a body, between
transforming lights and objects which
have the same consistency than air,
thanks to the projection of reflections.
Materic evolution, chromatic
evolution which corresponds also to
aural evolution, through the 4 stages
of air-water-fire and earth with its
respective corresponding colors going
from white and black, to blue, to
white, to red (corresponding to earth).
In this balance, technology has
become new flesh, dripping with
blood and bio material: tangled in a
svobodian weft, actress Roberta
Zanardo – her body movements
inspired by butoh – becomes herself
light. During the show’s progress, a
crescendo of de-materializations and
births, of discovers (voice, singing),
the theatrical form borrows the
physical principle of mirage. When
rays of light – due to the difference in
temperature and air density – are

.

We’ve had the pleasure to interview
Santasangre, and we discuss their
motivations, results and creative
processes:
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Annamaria Monteverdi: What is the
starting point of “SEIGRADI, concert
for voice and synthetic music”?

containing body and video image
together. It is a kind of a
choreography-sound experiment,
where light sources, holographic
images, sampled sounds on scene and
natural elements make of the place a
very large “magical lantern”.

Santasangre: The thematic is strongly
linked to the environmental issue.
What would happen to this earth
landscape if the temperature would
rise of 6°C ? What would be the
changes? We then ran into some keytexts – Aristotle, the first book of
Physics, the transformation of matter,
the value of elements (air, water, fire,
earth); then Huxley, Brave New World.
The dramaturgical line is connected to
the four musical movements created
by Dario Salvagnini as a symphony.
Structurally, it divides into a first part,
corresponding to formation of matter,
of Air, therefore no voice nor body yet
is there. In the subsequent
movements, appears Water, and
thence comes the body, inside an
impalpable sphere. There is absence
of voice, then a phoneme, then a
word, voice and singing. And at the
end, earth and the destruction with
fire, and again rebuilding: the cycle.

.

Annamaria Monteverdi: The device is
maybe the most spectacular aspect of
“SEIGRADI”, allowing a video image to
interact with the body. It is a trick
coming from very far away, from the
Pepper’s Ghost, where real actors,
hidden, were projected with mirror
effects on the stage. How were the
video and concept of the device
developed?

Annamaria Monteverdi: How would
you define it?

Santasangre: Through the years, video
has always been present as a
language in our studies, but we
wanted to find a way to go beyond
pure scenographic idea and form,
towards if possible a dramaturgical
form. The system is simple: the
projection of reflection, through

Santasangre: An emotional
performance, but not sensationalist.
We wanted to observe matter like in a
microscope, take the infinitesimal
particles to light, to the public’s sight
and perception. The effect we wanted
to reach was a rarefied environment,
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inclination of the glasses, acts as a
mirror. There are 4 video-projectors
on stage which are also the only light
source of the performance. It is
handmade, between
light/body/glass. The 3D animation
video is about water. Choreography
was created starting from these
collectively conceived images. Video
on scene has two distinct roles: the
first is to be a video-projected setting;
the second is connected to the
holographic body which represents
symbiosis. The trick with the
holographic body is that matter is of
biological nature, but is depicted
through mathematical formulas.

.

Annamaria Monteverdi: What about
the musical part?
Santasangre: We widen the classical
structure of symphony through which
we create movements and timing of
the performance. Music itself is a
dramaturgical cycle, it sets the pace
for the timing of the performer. It has
4 movements: an overture, an intro, a
development and a final. The
symphony represents the circle of life,
and contains substantial changes
between a movement and the next: it
is a real score. In the first part, when
life still doesn’t exist, voice is evidently
missing, there is a sort of Big Bang: in
the second movement there are only
noises, singultuses, then the being
comes to life and uses words and
singing. It is a music written and fixed
on the computer, but we didn’t use
exclusively synthetic sounds, instead
we also used classical instruments like
cello and violin, wind instruments and
especially natural sounds recorded
and processed. Singing, when the
voice arrives, was inspired by revised

Annamaria Monteverdi: What is the
critical threshold?
Santasangre: The final effect must be
a perfect mix of body and video, so
light, distance and positioning of the
actress and the audience, have to be
taken into consideration.

liturgical chants of 1200.

www.santasangre.net/
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Already Reality
Massimo Schiavoni

culture and histories, their nature and
points of view, but they feel, try,
express themselves and experiment in
the same way, they are wishful and
determined artists, who have been
able to wait and aim at their targets,
to work hard and meet with
difficulties, to get over them and
communicate. And they have done it
with honour, receiving excellent
criticism at Spazio Off in Trani, at
Premio Scenari , in Faenza and
Ravenna theatres, during Riccione
TTV and Crisalide Festival , during
MUV in Florence till Santarcangelo dei
Teatri or at Teatro Palladium in Rome

They are four young artistic realities
from “our nursery”: fortunately they
always keep up with the times and
they are very creative and original, an
inexorable and continuing but wellselected and creamed-off mine of
talented people. The performing art,
able to contaminate and represent all
kinds of visual arts, dances and
dramaturgies, sounds and special
effects, installations and showings,
has become the daily bread of the
young contemporary people.

. Their modern realism is a plain,
transfigured or alienated reality that is
sometimes contradictory, thus
resulting in a series of possibilities
that are possible and decisive
solutions illuminating and dramatizing
reality itself. Their ethics and morality
distinguish themselves for the
enchanted use of conscious and inner,
social and sometimes mysterious
languages, which are the material
with which they autonomously

From Apulia to Romagna, passing
from Rome , there is the strong
necessity to express oneself in any
way and in any place to realize a
dream or to be successful and
discover one’s own identity. I’m teatro
indipendente, Valentina Caggio, Hotel
Nuclear and Keramik Papier have
different stories as regards their

elaborate the representation.
Satisfied and cruel view of reality,
estrangement and demystification,
modern dialectics and historical
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reasons; a new aestheticgnosiological sensitivity coming from
their own feelings and their presence
in a contemporary world they feel and
have to change.

produced the show “Ione  dell’arte e
del talento” by Plato, arriving at the
semi-final of Premio Scenario 2009 as
the only group from Apulia with the
work “Waiting for a dinner  W4AD”.

“Acidalia, a post-modern woman
within a perfect loneliness, does
everything to be up to the time in
which she lives, and she creates, in
her mind, a perfect projection of
herself that is nothing but the result of
her disease: she is bulimic. Amaturia is
the estranged part of the self that
materializes. We tell a state of
alteration because we live in a period
of alterations, in which people talk
less and less about bulimia, because
the West of magazines, of fashion
shows and girls without fat and
pimples, of women which are
extremely thin and have boobs like
two balls and the arse like a little
lamb, IS BULIMIC. Acidalia needs to
eat to FORGET HER LONELINESS.
Amaturia is the very disease and
needs Acidalia to live and punish
herself. We wonder about that
abstract moment of pain and
loneliness that brings people to eat a
lot and then vomit as a metaphor for
the emptying of the pain. The two
women are waiting for a man, not
banally the love but a comparison
with ‘the other that is true’ and not a
projection of oneself, we are not
interested in telling the end of the
disease or its cause, but in telling ‘the
disease’. There is not any happy

.

The I’m teatro indipendente theatrical
association has been an informal
group since 2007 and works in its seat
in Trani. It is composed of director
Anna Di Pinto who is also co-author
and actor together with Maria
Filograsso. The playwright and video
maker of the association is Domenico
De Ceglia, who is also a lecturer and
has a long experience in workshops
and seminars in schools and
universities as well. Giuseppe Carbone
is the stage technician and stage
action painter, whereas Ignazio Leone
deals with light design and sound.
Stefania Occhionorelli is the
costume-designer and Wanda
Perrone Capano deals with
photography. They are the winners of
Principi Attivi Apulia Region with “Il
teatro forum: bullismo” and they
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ending and it is not a tragedy, but it
has the sense of a long-lasting
wait like with the two characters of
Godot, in a time that runs and on
which we depend ”

theatrical sense experiences in the darkness.
She produced a lot for the theatre for boys
and girls, for example “Pierino e il
lupo danzano” e “Chi la fa l’aspetti! Il
cavaliere che diventò un fiore”, put on
during various national festivals.

The show “Di quasi” draws its
inspiration from ” Alice in
Wonderland” by L. Carroll. The
beginning of the research starts from
the workshops of theatre and dance
held by Valentina in a psychiatric day
centre. “It came to life after reading
and rereading a text, which is poetry,
nightmare, growth and awareness,
violence and aggressiveness, but
above all it is a dream, a desire of one
day. While dancing and creating
choreographies there are not ill
people or the distinction between
healthy and unhealthy any longer;
making art valorises their integral and
vital aspects, since creativity has to do
with the healthy part of a person and
strengthens one’s own identity. For
this reason my work is political: it tries
to remove the stigma from our
society; because we all feel a little
intolerance and fear towards these
people” .

.

Valentina Caggio was born in Faenza. She is
a dancer, choreographer and dance teacher
in dance schools and psychiatric centres in
hospitals and prisons; she studied with
Michele Abbondanza and Antonella Bertoni.
She also studied with Carolyn Carlson,
Simona Bucci, Larrio Ekson, Gillian Hobart,
Teri Weikel, Virgilio Sieni, Mauro Bigonzetti,
Nienke Reehorst, Inaki Azpillaga, Roberto
Castello and Emio Greco, then coming to
butoh dance with Ko Murobushi. She took
part in Choreographic Collision , some
choreographic routes with the artistic
direction of Ismal Ivo at Biennale Danza di

Venezia 2007 . In 2004 she founded the

“Sia” is a dance around mysteries: “The
Angel that generates the whole story,
the dramatic and theatrical narration
of a life, is mysterious; something
aerial, maybe the unconscious,
something inexistent that leaves
indelible marks. The birth from

theatre and dance company IRIS, where she
is a choreographer and dancer. Among her
productions there are “Eros”, “Di quasi”, “Non
mi lasciare, lasciami andare”, “Per l’amore e
Alice nel buio delle meraviglie e il salone
delle meraviglie”: these two last shows are
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darkness to light through the body
(your own and your mother’s body) is
mysterious. Love is mysterious.
Watching your child die is mysterious.
That God wants to join men and make
them participate in His divine nature is
mysterious” . The last work that was
designed as a sense route in the
darkness was “Alice nel buio delle
meraviglie”, produced by Damiano
Folli as well and presented at Teatro
Rosaspina in Montescudo (province
of Ravenna), wondering about the
condition of blindness to discover the
wonderland that is in all of us.

real and virtual, mixing and bringing
into play, near electronic philosophy,
the experimentations from the late
Sixties, paying homage to the
research on the motion of objects of
the avant-garde cinematography;
they read it according to the codes of
the graphic design of computers,
from environments to performances,
from the “artist film” to the video
performances, from the analogical
experimental music to the electronic
sound, creating a sound space that is
parallel to the visual space, both
presented with the digital support of a
video and expressed in the
performative action of the space.
H. N. is coordinated and directed by
Giancarlo Bianchini, an actor,
scenographer and composer of
electronic music, who took part very
actively in the theatrical project Motus
in its first decade of life and is
currently an external collaborator of
the group, with which he was and still
is a great protagonist of the stage and
its planning, from the installation to
the performance, from the stage
sculpture to the sonorisation of
environments. At the moment he
collaborates with Mathilde M. M.
Poirier, a video artist and performer
devoting herself personally to all the
video productions of the group. For
two years H. N. has had its seat in
Berlin as well, where Martha
Zapparoli, with the project Penelope.X
, works and collaborates with several

.

Hotel Nuclear is a project that was
created in Emilia Romagna in 2004,
produced by arto-zat, and it is
composed of
researchers/experimenters of music
and image. Their works express, with
music, videos, installations and
performances, the artistic freedom of
the visual artists who, today more
than ever, want to make works of art
live between digital and analogical,
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not a place of loss of one’s own
identity, but a place where people can
become aware of their individualism” .
The performance deals with the
theme of “the soul landscape”: the
subject that sinks into an “inner space”
has to face the mirror of the true
reality, which is the sum of all the
possible infinities, the summary of all
the contradictions, an all-embracing
macrocosm that only mythic
imagination is able to sound.

music researchers and experimenters
coming from different European
countries and from America .
The group currently collaborates with
several realities of theatre, cinema
and music research, such as Motus,
CPAC contemporary performing art
center of Novi Sad , Zapruder
filmakersgroup, M. M. label and Phil
Ogison. “End game ” is the title of the
new
installation/performance/audio/vide
o project of the association and the
first boxed set including DVD-R/CD-R
on M. M. label is due to release in
2009. “A violin exhibited on a pedestal
waiting for an automatized violence
accompanies technological
instruments, synthesizers, computers,
record players, but above all the
electrical appliance par excellence
used during the period of the Avantgardes: the radio. The variety of radios
on two shelves forms the
metropolitan skyline. The stratified
use of distortions, radio waves,
frequencies and voices draws
inspiration from the artistic thought
that in 1915 praised ‘the total abolition
of technology’. The rhythmic
accompaniment establishes ‘an
architectonic order in the mass media
disorder’, of a nuclear era belonging to
a more current scenario. The city, with
its ‘non-places’, is often considered
the cause of the sense of isolation, of
a tendency to the introspection and
alienation of the individual; here it is

.

Keramik Papier is an artistic pair
based in Rome and created in 2003 by
Danilo Morbidoni, born in 1975, and
Sara Panucci, born in 1980. Since 2008
it has directed the festival of
performative events “BESTIARIo”. In
2007 it took part in the final of the
Premio Scenario and in Santarcangelo
Festival with “Verranno a prenderti”. It
collaborated with Pathosformel , with
choreographer Annika Pannitto and
Karas ( West/Mirage , last production,
finalist project of the Premio
Equilibrio 2009  with the support of
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the social status of which they are
victims any longer, but men defining
society with their actions. Performers
create, through their presence, the
open and reassembled structure.
Images of bodies between discipline
and imagination, physical endurance,
hesitations, gravitation, coincidence
and freedom, possibility. Body control
on one hand and extreme fragility on
the other. Working on the idea of
superfetation, we arrive at the deconstruction of the structure. The
whole process involves a suspension,
it is based on wait and produces
emptiness, removal, till nakedness.
Dance without the form of dance,
poetry without poems, emotions
without emotiveness” .

Dansateliers, Rotterdam; DE.MO) and
in different ways with the art
magazine Drome Magazine (
L’esecuzione , Short Theatre, Teatro
India, Rome; Fede , Almadromestica,
Rome; Gloomy Sunday , Mak Nite,
Vienna). An active collaboration with
numerous expressive languages,
which passes through solutions
suggested by the place. For this
reason, this artistic pair looks for nontheatrical spaces as well that favour
the meeting between daily and extraordinary life. With an emotional
impact allowing the spectators to be
(directly or indirectly) involved in the
action.
Syntactically, “Verranno a prenderti”
meets a codification need regarding
the reflection on mass and
consumption culture of today.
“Starting from the work of Erwin
Wurm, a minimalist and conceptual
artist, for his ironical approach to
culture and society, anthropological
and social studies have entered the
creative process; these have extended
our research on the man as a passive
residue. La vetrinizzazione sociale
ovvero il processo di
spettacolarizzazione degli individui e
della società (by Vanni Codeluppi)
identifies the focus of the analysis,
shifting it from mass media. The
improvisation process that develops
during the rehearsal has started an
inmost route passing from different
ways: there are not the men within

.

West/Mirage involves two different
research realities, a choreographic
one by Annika Pannitto and another
working on the space/light vision by
Keramik Papier. This collaboration
started following a complex project
where different experimentation
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levels interact with their own
languages and aim at making the
spectators the last stage of a stratified
elaboration: an absolute space that is
crossed, at the same time, by light,
sound and body. The strength of the
body as a dramaturgical element is
divided into two routes investigating
different directions . “On one hand a
restless body that almost refuses the
rules governing it and determining
both its movement and behaviour,
which nearly incites to abuse; on the
other hand a body wishing it could be
lost in a condition of precariousness,
linked to the perception of a space
that does not offer clear points of
reference”

.

www.myspace.com/annadipinto
www.valentinacaggio.com
www.myspace.com/hotelnuclear
www.myspace.com/hnendgame
www.artozat.org
www.myspace.com/keramikpapier
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The Neo World Of Virtual Life
Marco Riciputi

internationalization of small and
medium enterprises.
The idea was put in black and white
by the business enterprise Panebarco
& Co., together with the roman
Nergal. “In January 2007 I entered on
Secondlife to see if it was possible to
expand the business there,” recalls
Marianne Panebarco, exploitation
manager, ‘and by chance I met the
chairman of Roman society Nergal.
Within a month er outlined the project
and obtained funding through the
Seventh Framework Program for
Research and Technological
Development of the European
Commission.

Walking on SL, by chance
Virtual constitutions, virtual nations,
3D environments, democracy,
censorship, some of the keywords
contained in a draft virtual reality ‘to
Second Life’, funded by the European
Union. The three-year project from 3.3
million euros, Virtual Life is a 3D
environment that is the basis for a
secure and reliable communication, to
develop trade, educate and entertain.
The study is entrusted to a European
consortium made of French, Italians,
Germans, Estonians, Lithuanians and
Romanians working together. Both
companies and universities are
involved, for a sum of powers among
the most varied: from the design
company which produces 3D
environments to a faculty of law, and
companies that deal with the

.

Virtual Constitution
One of the aims of the project is to
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achieve the first Virtual Constitution,
forthe administration of new Virtual
Nations, which should protect the
common interests of citizens and
virtual privacy, in a ‘ organization
governed by a common “jus
gentium”‘. The constitution is taken
seriously because the diverse
interests of the consortium are
guarenteered by the the right of the
University of Göttingen.

Let’s look at a recent case censorship
carried out by systems based on a
single master server. exasperated by
the Pope’s advice to avoid using
condoms, Belgian journalist, teacher
and illustrator Ben Heine created a
public profile in the Deviant Art
artwork that shows a crucified Christ
wearing a condom topped by the
inscription ‘God is love-Use condoms’.
Ben was quickly deleted from the
sitewithout notice, all that remains is
former page that says “banned for
life.”

What is the effect in practice? Firstly,
more security in 3D immersive
communication, in the form of
tridimensional avatar, which movesin
virtual worlds. This is no more
centralised than the social network
Facebook, which stores all personal
data to create a huge database for
unknown usesin the future, because
with our computers we are the real
base of our virtual nation.

The story speed through the network,
but despite protests and shows of
solidarity Ben’s profile was not
restored and hisbusiness contacts
were lost, or inaccessible on central
servers. Censored without official
communication. Is this”obscenity” as
outlined in the terms of use, similar to
many others,that we usually accept
without thinking.
“In the time in these global owners,
everyone loses their rights,”
commented Mario Gerosa. He
believes it is just that the public fund a
project that addresses the issue of
democratization of the network. “I
have a humanistic approach to
technology” he observed, and
welcomes to team VirtualLife the
presence of different skills, including
those of law academics.

.

Stop the server-centric network
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shot on World of Warcraft and Second
Life. Here his character fell into a deep
sleep, dreaming his counterpart on
the two platforms. Beyond these
suggestions, it remains that the
European Union has invested millions
of euros in a project where, in the
words of Marianna Panebarco “Virtual
Constitutions (and democracy) will be
the pillars of Virtual Nations, for
guaranteeing a [...] transparent and
fair system.

.

We will have only one Avatar?
“In the future there will be,” claims
Mario Gerosa, and the general
applicant is in the network. One of the
subjectsunder study is the so-called
interoperability between different
systems, with the possibility of
migration between different
platforms while maintaining a unique
avatar. But this is not the core of the
research project that Liz Solo
(musician, SL performer and
researcher for the Canada Council for
the Arts) imagines in a machinima

http://www.ict-virtuallife.eu
http://cordis.europa.eu/home_en.ht
m
http://about.deviantart.com/policy/s
ervice
http://mariogerosa.blogspot.com
http://benjaminheine.blogspot.com/
2009/04/what-is-deviantart-afrid-of.html
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Time And Identity In The Work Of Tacita Dean
Francesco Bertocco

level that we want to superpose is the
one related to identity, namely the
one that moves around the
recognizability of the object.
Identity contains a precise temporal
feature: it is based on the recognition
of the object which is functional to
the context. Our obsessive view
captures the object in its context,
discovering an entirely new shape, an
identity not on immediately unfolded
but that extends to the mildest
contemplation, and that rejects the
motion over time.

Let me begin this text with an
hypothesis, and join two elements
that will help us fathom some
important works of the British video
artist Tacita Dean, born in Canterbury
in 1965, always so balanced between
representation and documentation,
between contemplation and the
action of seeing.
The first question I would like to ask
is: at what level do identity and time
coincide? On the one hand a film
gives us the expression of time, so
clearly that none of my words would
be the cause to boast this sector. We
can, however, stem an issue that
explores the possibilities of film in
relation to time, with a more direct
relationship with sight. To do this our
look must be obsessive, it must limit
the object isolating it from the
context to which it belongs. The other

.

In Tacita Dean’s movies, all in 16mm
anamorphic film, we are actually
inside a space in which time scans the
volume, and determines its real
observation focus. Even if we see that
a precise element is isolated in the
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shot, as happens in the video Bobble
House (1999), where a house in the
form of a sphere is represented in the
middle of the desert, the feeling given
by the image and sound in the film
leads us immediately to consider the
duration of that image, rather than its
consistency in terms of space and
volume.

.

Again, time is part of a process in
which the object’s identity before our
eyes takes on a different meaning.
The inside of the lighthouse is the
centre of the desperate attempt to
expand beyond the earth, and its
rotation on itself becomes the symbol
of a Promethean attribute of
discovery and of the maturation
vertigo. As the house became a ruin
and a symbol of human affirmation in
Bobble House , the lighthouse, in
Disappearance at Sea, takes on a new
identity in relation to the time we
perceive it. We perceive the
universality of such a deep human
attempt in the light’s rotation to send
its visible spectrum to the sea, in such
a rarefied representation which is fully
isolated from stylistic devices (and the
anamorphic extension just catches
the strain that is behind the action).

Its isolation is an isolation in its
lifetime, which reflects its identity of
belonging, its being a house, thus
considering it as a ruin, a finding
discovered by time cyclicity, higher
than any border.
In the work Disappearance at Sea
(1996), the observation object is the
inside of a lighthouse by the sea. In
this film in 16mm, the camera is set
exactly where the lamps’ beam of
light is emanated by the sea level. The
light form the lighthouse is the last
limit of mainland, a band trying to
disperse into the undefined borders of
the sea. We look at this attempt from
our inside, as if we were part of this
attempt to lengthen the isolation of
the land towards such an interminable

Tacita Dean repeatedly studies the
theme of the sea, and her work is
represented at the Frith Street Gallery
in London and at the Marian Goodman
Gallery in New York. Her idea of myth
lives together with the idea of
belonging and man’s isolation inside
its geography. The limits are often
confused with the appropriation of an
identity, of a recognition that is
discovered inside time, sometimes
outside it. The Sea, with a Ship;
afterwards an Island (1999), is a work,

surface as the sea, where boundaries
blow over.
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this time a painting, although it would
be more correct to define it a project,
narrating an event which is closed in
the strain of man’s venture: Donald
Crowhurst’s venture, as well as those
of William Herzog, another great artist
depicting the dilemma of human
limitations,who travels the world with
his ship, then jumps into the water
and dies holding tight his stopwatch.

.

Tacita Dean tells us about the limits of
this venture, the tension within it, its
madness, its exceptionality. She
describes it through lines, with a
classicist stroke that maybe more
than the venture itself can clearly
define the reliability of a project in its
evolution. Such an incredible action
carries inside the tragedy of the
failure and the impossibility to pursue:
the sea becomes a myth generating
madness, pushing beyond the limits
of the mind, in the clearing of man’s
struggle.

www.tacitadean.net/
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